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PREFACE

The Nuclear Science and Technology Branch Report is an annual
technical report dealing with work done in a twelve month period ending
on September 30th of each year.

The report is issued in several volumes, each recording the tech-
nical effort within broad areas of responsibility as follows:

AAEC/PR44-P Power and Energy Program
AAEC/PR44-U Uranium Fuel Cycle Program
AAEC/PR44-N Nuclear Science and Applications Program
AAEC/PR44-D Divisional Research
AAEC/PR44-S Site Management Program

The contributions to each report are made by Research Divisions,
Research Sections, and Site Management Departments where appropriate.
Wherever possible the names of staff responsible for each project are
indicated.

K.H. TATE
Controller, Site Information Services
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1. INTRODUCTION

There has been no major change in the basic structure of the Nuclear
Science and Applications Program during the year as most of the projects
are of a long term nature. The main changes are evolutionary and involve
updating or change of direction, with some projects dropped by virtue of
disappearance of need or resources (staff) or lack of progress. Some
new projects have evolved in the Program.

Environmentally oriented work has experienced an expected increase
in demand pressures causing more of the available effort and resources
to be involved in shorter term studies related to specific areas and
problems. Some of the environmental work previously in the Divisional
research category, i.e. meteorological studies, has now been transferred
to the NS&A Program (from 1.7.77).

By necessity, arising from loss of staff, there has been a reduction
and consolidation of effort in radiation biology research. Hopefully,
this is a temporary situation in this important field.

A project on emulsion polymerisation has now been terminated. This
decision was made, not because of any lack of scientific or technological
success in achieving unique polymerisation reactions or potentially
valuable products with radiation, but because there was insufficient
evidence that the processes involved could be incorporated in a viable
commercial enterprise in the near future.

In the field of radioisotope techniques of analysis, where appli-
cations in the metal mining industry are well established, research is
now strongly directed towards analysis problems in the coal industry
which, by its very magnitude, would give promise of substantial success
for useful innovations.

While restrictions on expansion prevent development as quickly as
would be possible, there is a trend in some areas, including nuclear and
general techniques of analysis and non-destructive testing, to extend
the work more than previously to actual applications in outside industry
and research while still continuing an active development program. For
example noise analysis and signal processing techniques are being
extended to the study of mineral plants in the processing of data from
radioisotope analysis probes, acoustic analysis is being used in
problems outside the local demand, industrial and scientific appli-
cations are being found for the unique potential of charged particle
analysis methods and neutron activation analysis is gaining greater
recognition. Electrochemical stripping techniques are becoming important
in environmental and biological studies.

This extension work is well established in radioisotope appli-
cations, isotope hydrology and environmental work and its expansion is
one way to obtain maximum national advantage from the special skills,
knowledge, and facilities which exist within the Commission.



2. NUCLEAR TECHNIQUES OF ANALYSIS

2.1 Coal Analysis (R.A. Fookes, V.L. Gravitis, G.W. Gray,
B.D. Sowerby, J.S. Watt, Isotope Division)

The development of on-line techniques for determination of the ash
content of coal is important because this information would enable
increased efficiency in coal washing and blending operations. With
Australian production of black coal valued at $1200 million per year, an
improved output of only 0.5-1.0 per cent would result in savings of
several million dollars per year.

X-ray Techniques

A new method for determination of the ash content of coal is pro-
posed. It involves radiation measurements proportional to mass ab-
sorption coefficients of coal at two X-ray energies. These measurements
can be made using X-ray transmission or scatter techniques. The radio-
isotope sources used in this work are those which either emit X-rays
directly or by Y~ray excitation of appropriate targets. However suitable
X-ray tube sources could also be used.

Calculations based on transmission of narrow beams of X-rays have
shown that ash can be determined to about 1 wt % (10) in coal of widely
varying ash content and composition. Experimentally, ash content was
determined to 0.67 wt % by transmission techniques and 1.0 wt % by
backscatter techniques in coal samples from the Bulli seam, NSW, with
ash in the range 11-34 wt %. For samples with a much wider range of
coal composition (7-53 wt % ash and 0-25 wt % iron in the ash), ash
content was determined by backscatter measurements to 1.62 wt %.

The method permitted ash determinations at least as accurate as
those produced by the established radiation technique which compensates
for variation in iron content of the ash by X-ray fluorescence analysis
for iron. Compared with the established technique, it has the sampling
advantage of averaging analysis over much larger volumes of coal, but
has the disadvantage of requiring much more precise measurements of X-
ray intensities.

Calculations and experiments are now being undertaken to determine
what are the highest X-ray energies which can be used and still obtain
reasonably accurate results of ash determination. X-ray energies up to
60 keV are desirable as this would make possible viewing of very large
volumes of coal.

Neutron Techniques

Neutron techniques have potential for use in the on-line analysis
of carbon and hydrogen in coal. Applications include ash determination
for the control of coal washeries and calorific value determination for
the control of coal-fired power stations. Calorific value and ash are
related by the equation

C.V. - K (100-M-1.08A-0.55S)/100

where C.V. = calorific value, K - constant for particular seam, M =



moisture, A = ash and S !

mately 0.5 we % sulphur.
sulphur. Australian coals contain approxi-

Computer analysis of published data on Australian coals has shown
calorific value to be correlated with carbon content to within 1.6 per
cent relative for all coal samples and 0.4 per cent relative for coal
from some single seams. The measurement of carbon and hydrogen can be
used to give the ash content if required, using the equation above.

Carbon can be measured by counting the 4.43 MeV gamma rays produced
by neutron inelastic scatter for incident neutron energies above 5 MeV.
The yield of 4.43 MeV gamma rays as a function of sample size and con-
figuration has been calculated. These calculations show good agreement
with experiment.

Experimental work has been carried out on 2.6 kg samples using a
239Pu-Be neutron source and a 152 mm x 102 mm (6" x 4") Nal(Tl) detector.
The samples comprised Liddell coal mixed with water and sand and various
artificial samples. Preliminary results have shown that with an analysis
time of about 100 minutes, carbon can be determined to ± 1.2 wt % C
(equivalent to 2.1% relative error), hydrogen to ± 0.14 wt % H (3.3%
rel.), silicon to ± 0.8 wt % Si (12% rel.) and iron to ± 0.08 wt % Fe
(8% rel.). Further work is being undertaken to extend this work to
larger sample sizes and to reduce both the errors and analysis times.

Publication

Fookes, R.A., Gravitis, V.L. & Watt, J.S. [1977] - Determination of Ash
Content of Coal by Mass Absorption Coefficient Measurements at
Two X-ray Energies. Nuclear Techniques in Exploration, Ex-
traction and Processing of Mineral Resources, IAEA, Vienna (in
press).

Patent Application

Watt, J.S. & Gravdtis, V.L. [1976] - Analysis of Coal. Australian
Patent Application No.18592 and also lodged overseas.

2.2 Radioisotope X-ray Analysis (R.A. Fookes, V.I,. Gravitis,
J.S. Watt, Isotope Division)

Research in on-stream mineral analysis is virtually complete.
Activity in this field is now small and mainly confined to liaison and
consultation with agents (Amdel) and users.

Publications

Watt, J.S. [1977] - Nuclear Techniques for On-line Measurement in the
Control of Mineral Processing. Nuclear Techniques in Exploration,
Extraction and Processing of Mineral Resources, IAEA, Vienna
(in press).

Ailwood, R.A.,* Bunch, K.,* Fookes, R.A., Gravitis, V.L. & Watt, J.S.
[1977] - Determination of the Combustible Volatile Matter in
Coal Mine Roadway Dusts by Backscatter of X-rays from a
Radioisotope Source. Proc. Aust. Inst. Min. Metall., No.261,
47-51. (*NSW Department of Mines).



Gravitis, V.L., Watt, J.S., Wcnk, G.J.* & Wilkinson, L.R.* I 1977] - On-
streara Analysis for Nickel in Mineral Slurries by Radioisotope
X-ray Techniques. CIM (Can. Min. Motall.) Bulletin (in
press). (*Amdel).

2.3 Gamma-ray Resonance Scattering Analysis (U.K. KM is, C.W.
Gray, B.D. Sowerby, Isotope Division)

An AAEC buJk analyser was installed at Mount Isa in July 197(> for
the routine assay of copper in drill cores and bulk samples. The
analyser was installed at Mount Isa Mines Limited (M1M) under a col-
laborative agreement which stipulated a four month test period followed
by hire of the equipment to MTM.

In the first three months' operation by M1M staff, the bulk analyser
was used to analyse 516 samples of whole drill core? and 477 crushed
mineral samples. A comparison of bulk analyser assays and MIM chemical
laboratory assays for these samples showed that the performance of the
bulk analyser was fully maintained over the three month period. Tin-
bulk analyser accuracy was about i 8 per cent (relative) on d r i l l cores
and i 0.1 wt % Cu on crushed bulk samples. MFM is very pleased with the*
performance of the analyser and is continuing to use it.

A new furnace and shield to house three separate vapour sources has
been designed and constructed at Lucas Heights. This modification
reduces the requirements for high specific activity t57.n or alterna-
tively permits higher source strengths to be used. With this modi-
fication the source strength in the bulk analyser at Mount Isa w i l l be
upgraded to about 74 GBq which will reduce analysis times from the
present 10 minutes per sample to 3-5 minutes.

The only problem experienced to date with the analyser at Mount Isa
has been the unexpected failure of the silica inner source encapsulation
on several sources. This problem was apparently caused by a bowing
inwards of the stainless steel cans under prolonged heating and it is
likely that the problem will now have been overcome in the following
way.

A new source containment capsule has been designed in collaboration
with Mr A. Hanna of Engineering Services Department. The new contain-
ment includes rounded ends on the stainless steel can and silica ampoule
to minimise stress concentration and consequent bowing. Once scaling
techniques have been developed, source testing will begin.

Negotiations on the commercial exploitation of the resonance scat-
tering technique have continued and it is likely that an agreement will
be concluded within 12 months.

Publications

Sowerby, B.D., Ellis, W.K. & Greenwood-Smith, R. [1977] - Bulk Analysis
for Copper and Nickel Ores using Gamma-ray Resonance Scat-
tering. Nuclear Techniques in Exploration, Extraction and
Processing of Mineral Resources, IAEA, Vienna (in press).

Sowerby, B.D., Ellis, W.K. & Greenwood-Smith, R. [1976] - Sampling
Aspects of the use of Bulk Analysers in the Mineral Industry.
Australasian Institute of Mining and Metallurgy, Sampling
Symposium, Melbourne, September, p.41.



Figure 2.' Bulk analyser as used for analysis of copper ore d r i l l
cores.



Figure 2.2 Cross sectional view of the bulk analyser installed at
Mount Isa Mines Limited. This analyser is being used to deter-
mine the copper content of crushed bulk samples and d r i l l core.
The sample container shown is used for crushed samples of
minimum weight 20 kg. The analyser is calibrated for other
sample sizes and for d r i l l core.



Figure 2.3 Proton induced X-ray spectrum from NaWO!»
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2.4 Ion Beam Analysis Techniques (Physics Division)

Proton Induced X-rays
(P. Duerden, D. Cohen [AINSE], E. Clayton)

Proton induced X-ray spectra have been used in a number of
exploratory measurements to assess the usefulness of the technique and
to assist in the development of the necessary equipment and data analysis
techniques. The characteristic X-ray spectrum for each element consists
of a bremsstrahlung background with individual X-ray peaks (KQ g,
LQT SjY'Ma.p) superimposed on it. Figure 2.3 shows a typical spectrum
(NaWOi.) and highlights some of the problem areas (escape peaks, target
charging, pulse pile-up and need for low energy filtering) that arise in
spectrum analysis.

Three computer codes have been developed to analyse the experi-
mental spectra. The experimental data are fitted in these codes by an
exponential function (modelling the bremsstrahlung background) with
Gaussian functions (modelling the individual X-ray peaks) superimposed.
The first code smooths the experimental data and calculates the back-
ground spectrum; this program will be extended to cover pulse pile-up
removal, escape peak removal and the effect of filters. The second code
is a least squares fitting calculation which is used to estimate peak
positions and intensities of the various transition lines (e.g. KQ to Kg
ratios) for reference standards. These data provide a library for the
third program. The latter code analyses the spectrum from a multi-
element sample and will eventually calculate the concentrations of each
of the elements present.

Artefacts
(P. Duerden, J.R. Bird)

Simultaneous measurements of X-rays and scattered protons have been
used to study two metal artefacts submitted by Dr N. Barnard, Department
of Far Eastern History, Australian National University.

Measurements at a number of different positions on a bronze head
showed the presence of many elements. However, all positions showed
significant levels of Fe and Zn as well as lighter metals, suggesting
that the artefact was made from a modern casting alloy.

Similar measurements were made on a Chinese coin-ingot, circa 19th
Century, indicating clearly that the coin is a silver-copper alloy
rather than pure silver. The backseattering spectra showed the presence
of carbon in the black inlay, along with oxygen, silicon and other
elements. Variations in the backscattering spectra and X-ray spectra
from position to position gave information on the nature of the inlay
material and of areas of surface damage.

Tin on Glass
(M.D. Scott, L.H. Russell, J.R. Bird,

D.G. Owen [ACI Technical Centre Pty Ltd])

Tin oxide layers are sometimes applied to bottle glass during
manufacture to provide suitable bonding for layers of plastic. Several
processes are available for applying the tin oxide. Proton or alpha



particle backseattering are ideal for the difficult determination of
thickness and uniformity of the layer.

The amount of tin present can readily be determined in five minutes
measuring time and the results.used to define a profile of tin oxide
from the lip of the bottle, across the thread to the body of the bottle.
Anomalous results are observed when the beam strikes a portion of the
thread which is at a very different angle to normal, but the visibility
of the beam spot makes it easy to avoid such anomalous positions.

Aluminium
(M.D. Scott, A.J. Tavendale [Instrumentation & Control Division])

Measurements have been made of the aluminium on the surface of
silica which had been used to getter molten germanium. Using electron
flood techniques to neutralise the charging effect of the incident beam,
reproducible results were obtained for the shape of the 992 keV resonance
in the reaction 27Al(p,Y)28Si. A large Ge(Li) detector was used to
detect gamma rays in the range 7-11 MeV during the irradiation of each
sample at 50 nA proton current. No detectable resonance yield was
observed for a clean silica sample or a sample exposed to undoped
germanium. However, the two samples used to getter aluminium-doped
germanium show a layer of aluminium oxide of thickness of the order of
5 urn and significantly greater than the 2 \aa depth resolution of the
measurements.

Minibeam
(A. van Heugten, M.D. Scott, L.H. Russell)

B».-am diameters down to 40 ym are produced by collimation with an
aperture mounted at the entrance to the sample chamber (so as to mini-
mise divergence between aperture and sample). A specially constructed
stage mounted in the chamber provides two-dimensional movement of the
sample by means of micrometer heads which operate rods sliding through
vacuum seals. A microscope is mounted in a re-entrant tube so that
features of interest can be positioned during irradiation and adjusted
as required.

Gamma Ray Catalogue
(J.R. Bird, L.H. Russell, M.D. Scott, M.J. Kenny)

Increasing use is being made of prompt gamma rays from nuclear
reactions for analytical purposes. However, there is no convenient
catalogue of gamma ray energies and intensities from charged particle
induced reactions for use in such work. From papers describing charged
particle beam analysis, a table of gamma rays has been prepared in order
of energy, including only such gamma rays as have been used for sample
analysis. Measurements have been made of the intensity of gamma rays
emitted at 135° from a number of thick targets of pure elements irradiated
with protons at 2 and 2.5 MeV.

Oxygen
(L.H. Russell, S. Kannard [AINSE])

Measurements have been made of 180 diffusion profiles for H. de
Bruin (Flinders University). Enriched 180 was diffused into discs of
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urania and the 180(p,a)15N reaction used to obtain a depth profile from
the alpha particle energy spectrum. Thick zirconium oxide and thick 180
enriched zirconium oxide on zirconium were used as reference samples. A
proton beam current of 0.8 pA was used and this was sufficient to heat
the samples so that a faint red glow could be seen. At this beam
current, run durations of 5-10 minutes gave sufficient counts on the
diffused samples.

Surface Fluorine Layers
(I..H. Russell)

The build-up of surface fluorine has been monitored for Chemical
Technology Division using the well known prompt gamma ray technique.
Measurements are made routinely of the variation across the surfaces of
fluorine coated samples subject to various treatments.

Bibliography
(J.R. Bird, B.L. Campbell [Isotope Division!, R.J. Cawley)

The bibliography of papers on prompt nuclear analysis has now been
extended to include papers published up to the end of 1976. It contains
over 1300 references, approximately half of which are concerned with
backseattering techniques and the other half with nuclear reaction
techniques.

A computer file has been established together with sorting and
search routines which permit use of the bibliography to obtain lists of
references on the use of a specific reaction or lists selected using
keywords or parameters contained in the file.

2.5 Neutron Activation Analysis (J.J. Fardy, R.E. Porritt,
C.J. Bowles, Chemical Technology Division)

The high flux fast access facility (FANAL) has operated well
mechanically with 150 short irradiations performed over the last six
months. However, outdated electronic counting equipment does not allow
quantitative determination of many short-lived nuclides.

A second lithium-drifted germanium detector (15 per cent efficiency)
was received along with two live-time corrector pile-up rejector units.
This has markedly improved the performance of high resolution gamma ray
spectrometry at high counting rates and resulted in much lower limits of
detection for the analysis of many elements by instrumental neutron
activation analysis (INAA).

Successful modifications to the interfacing circuitry have in-
creased the capacity of one multichannel analyser to two 4K regions and
the remaining computer-based analyser from 2K to 4K capacity.

Complex Spectra Analyses

Several improvements have been made to a computer program (SPANAL)
for the analysis of spectra measured with lithium drifted germanium
detectors. The peak shape function described by Phillips and Marlow
(Nucl. Instrurn. Meth., 137 : 525 (1976)) was tested and adopted. Peaks
which overlap significantly are frequently classified as single peaks
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during the initial peak search routine. A subroutine has been wiiLlcn
to detect and insert such 'missing* peaks.

The problem of non-convergence with the non-linear least squares
routine was partially overcome by incorporating the Marquardt technique.
Currently the possibility of fixing the peak shape parameters, and so
reducing the number of free parameters in the peak fitting routine, is
under investigation. If successful, this should further overcome the
non-convergence problem and also reduce the computation time.

A peak identification routine has been incorporated. A library
containing spectral data of gamma rays arising from thermal neutron
activation is searched and appropriate assignments made. When the
present calibration of the efficiency of the detectors is completed, the
peak identification routine will be extended to utilise detector efficiency,
thus reducing the number of possible identities now assigned to a peak.

Two additional spectral data libraries are being compiled: a
fission product library and an X-ray library.

Rare Earth Analysis in Rocks and Soils

Radiochemical neutron activation analysis (RNAA) is one of the few
analytical methods that can measure a large number of the rare earth
elements in the ug g~' range. A rapid, simple method for the separation
of rare earths from interfering radionuclides was developed. The rare
earths were quantitatively recovered from the irradiated sample by
sintering with sodium peroxide and coprecipitating them with lanthanum
fluoride.

Gold Determinations in High Purity Silicon and
Rock Samples

INAA has been used successfully to measure the quantitative dif-
fusion of gold into high purity silicon. However, the levels of im-
purities in many rock samples interfere with the determination of gold
by this method but it can be successfully analysed by RNAA using the
selective chelating resin, Srafion NMRR to separate gold quantitatively
from most elements.

Trace Element Content of Australian Coals

The current concern with trace element distribution in the environ-
ment has led to an urgent demand for quantitative information on the
trace inorganic content of Australian coals. Twenty-three trace elements
were simultaneously determined by INAA on a sample of brown coal supplied
by the State Electricity Commission of Victoria. These initial results
have aroused considerable interest among coal research laboratories,
foreshadowing a heavy demand for more results in this area.

Trace Element Distribution in Gallstones

In a joint study with Dr Kennard, University of Queensland, element
distribution patterns in gallstones removed from the same gallbladder
and in gallstones from different gallbladders are being examined by
INAA. It is hoped that this information will confirm whether the stones
were laid down at the same time or over a period of time.
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Publications

Paper

Porritt, R.E. & Porritt, P.M.* [1977] - A Rapid Simple Radiochemical
Separation for the Determination of Rare Earths in Rocks by
Neutron Activation Analysis. Radiochem. Radioanal. Lett, (in
press). (*CSIRO Division of Mineral Chemistry)

Conference presentation

Fardy, J.J., Porritt, R.E. & Bowles, C.J. [1977] - Some Applications of
Neutron Activation Analysis in the Minerals and Energy Indus-
tries. Fourth Australian Symposium on Analytical Chemistry,
Brisbane, 29th August-2nd September.

2.6 Delayed Neutron Activation Analysis for Uranium (T. Wall)

Uranium in Fertilisers

In a joint project with DS1R New Zealand and the Rothamsted Experi-
mental Station, UK, the fate of uranium deposited as superphosphate on
test plots of fertilised soils has been determined. Samples of soils
from 'control' and fertilised plots at Rothamsted taken in several years
since 1870 have been analysed using the delayed neutron activation
analysis technique. From the high precision results of this method it
can be concluded that nearly all the uranium contained in the super-
phosphate remained in the soil over the long period that phosphate
fertilisers have been used at Rothamsted.

3. ISOTOPE TECHNIQUES IN HYDROLOGY (P.L. Airey, G.E. Calf, B.L.
Campbell, D. Roman, P.E. Hartley, L.W. Smith, R. Stokes & P.J.
Meeks)

The aim of the AAEC program is the application of established and
more recent isotopic techniques to significant hydrological problems,
and their further development. Isotopes of particular significance to
these studies include cosmogenic tritium, beryllium-7, carbon-14 and
chlorine-36, the primordial 238U, 23I*U, and other daughter products, and
the fallout product caesium-137. Tritium and carbon-14 have also been
produced in substantial quantities in atmospheric thermonuclear tests.

Isotopic methods can provide useful information on all aspects of
the water cycle. Currently, the processes of precipitation, surface and
groundwater transport and sediment redistribution are being studied.
Since all isotopes sampled from environmental water, except those of
hydrogen and oxygen, are solutes, interpretation is invariably in terms
of the geochemistry of the system. Exceptions are caesium-137 and
beryllium-7 which adsorb on the components of soil and can therefore be
used to study the redistribution of sediments. A summary of the pro-
jects actually pursued since the publication of AAEC/PR43-N is presented
below. As in the past, most projects were undertaken in cooperation
with authorities with statutory responsibility for or having a special
interest in specific areas.
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3.1 Rainfall Monitoring

The program of collection of monthly samples of rainfall from 16
stations for tritium and D/H measurements which commenced in 1970 has
continued. These data provide baseline information for hydrology studies
and supplement the world wide survey coordinated by the IAEA. Over 1200
D/H measurements are being interpreted in terms of existing storm models.

To permit a better understanding of the tritium variability in
precipitation, rainfall samples collected at two-hourly intervals between
October 1976 and October 1977 at Northbridge, 4 km NW of Sydney have
been measured. During extended rain events, the tritium levels tended
to increase to a maximum and then decrease to a value which might be as
little as 25 per cent of this.

The measurement of beryllium-7 levels in Lucas Heights rainfall
has continued.

3.2 Groundwater Studies

The study of the isotope hydrology of the Great Artesian Basin in
collaboration with the Bureau of Mineral Resources continued. Samples
were collected from the Dalhousie Springs, the Lake Eyre South area and
the Birdsville track. The lkC results confirmed recharge at the western
extremities of the basin. Isotopic work is particularly useful in
defining recharge areas where the density of observation bores is too
low to delineate unequivocal potentiometric surfaces.

Further work has been undertaken in the Coonawarra Valley in
association with the South Australian Department of Mines. A quarterly
survey of tritium in water from an average of 20 bores over an 18 month
period has been completed. Qualitatively the results show clear evidence
for localised recharge as well as infiltration from the east. Quantitative
interpretation will be made in terms of a distributed hydrological mode.
Samples have been collected for l<tC assay.

The investigation of the isotope hydrology of CSIRO's experimental
catchment at Krawaree in the Upper Shoalhaven is continuing.

3.3 Sedimentation Studies

An investigation into the currently accepted interpretation of
137Cs soil profiles in terms of the redistribution of sediments in post
nuclear times is being undertaken. Fundamental work has begun in col-
laboration with the CSIRO Division of Land Resources Management on sites
in the Cobar and Broken Hill region on the correlation of isotopic measure-
ments with nutrient profiles, local topographic and other parameters.

An investigation of the sediment build-up on the Kelantan River
Basin, Malaysia, made in collaboration with the Department of Civil
Engineering, University of Newcastle under a contractual arrangement
with the consulting engineers ENEK (New Zealand) was completed.

3.4 Surface Water Studies

A paper on a study of the dispersion of solute in the Homebush Bay/
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Parramatta River region in NSW is being prepared. A data processing
method was developed during this study which allows the computation of a
continuously evolving pulse from specific readings of tracer concen-
trations, assuming constant dispersivities over the experimental area.

Preliminary evaluations of the application of ultra low level
counting techniques to the dispersion of solute over an extensive
ecosystem for long periods of time has begun. It is expected that these
techniques will be of considerable value in studying in advance the
ultimate long term fate of specific components of low level aqueous
effluents from proposed mining or other industrial ventures.

3.5 Geochemistry

A study of the distribution of 238U and its daughter products in
samples supplied by the Western Mining Corporation from its Yeelirrie
(WA) sedimentary uranium deposit is under way. The aims of the work are
(i) the study of the applicability of daughter product disequilibria to
the time scales involved in the relocation of uranium throughout a
natural system; and (ii) to contribute to the widespread investigations
of 23UU/238U ratio variability in hydraulic systems.

3.6 Technique Development

Because of its long half-life (308 000 years), 36C1 is potentially
useful for the study of hydrological systems in Australia. A rapid
method for the conversion of chloride to the favoured counting liquid
SiCli, has been developed. Samples from the Great Artesian Basin, Lake
Eyre South and the Mount Gunson (SA) area are being measured.

Publications

Airey, P.L., Allison, G.B. & Calf, G.L. [1977] - Isotope Hydrology in
Australia. Prepared for UN Water Conference, Mar Del Plata,
Argentina, March.

Calf, G.E., Smith, L.W. & Stokes, R.C. [1977] - AAEC Tritium List No.2,
1975-1976. AAEC/E414.

Calf, G.E. [1977] - The Counting of Carbon-14 Using Thick Walled Counting
Vials. Int. J. Appl. Radiat. Isot., 28. : 735-737.

Campbell, B.L. [1977] - The Use of Environmental Uranium Isotopes in the
Study of the Hydrology of the Burdekin Delta. AAEC/E396.

4. INDUSTRIAL APPLICATION OF RADIOISOTOPES

4.1 Gas Flow Measurement using the Isotope Dilution Method
(J. Easey, B.W. Seatonberry [Isotope Division], D. Hurwood
[Engineering Design Group, Engineering Services])

Plans have been made for the construction of a test facility to
evaluate the accuracy and precision of the Commission's radioisotope
pulse dilution method for absolute gas flow measurement. It was initially
proposed that the test facility be built at the ICI Australia Limited
plant at Botany and an agreement was reached between the AAEC and ICIA
on this project. The quantity and quality of air available from the
ICIA air supply to operate the facility was decreased because of plant
expansion and it became of questionable value to site the facility at
Botany.
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The plans have now been revised to suit a provisionally selected
location at the Research Establishment.

4.2 Voidage Determination in Railway Sleepers (R.A. Fookes,
A. Davison, R.A. Gr.eig, B.VJ. Seatonberry, J.S. Watt, Isotope
Division)

Mt Newman Mining Co. transports iron ore by rail from Newman to
Port Hedland, prior to shipment overseas. Railway sleepers on this line
have been badly damaged by termites. The AAEC has undertaken, as a
consulting project for the Company, the development of an on-line
scanning system to locate groups of termite-damaged sleepers.

The technique developed depends on the difference in intensities
of y-rays backscattered by sound and by damaged sleepers. The Atomic
Voidage Detector (AVD) views 137Cs y-rays backscattered from twenty
separate parts of each sleeper in an array of four zones along the
length of the sleeper and five segments across the width. The data are
processed and the output is punched on paper tape. The punched holes
indicate voids in the sleeper.

The AVD has scanned more than 20 km of railway track at speeds up
to 10.7 km h"1, and located five groups of damaged sleepers. The equip-
ment has now been taken over by the Company for routine use.

4.3 Tracing and Eradication of Termites

Earlier Commission research demonstrated that colonies of the
termite Mastotermes darwiniensis can be eradicated in forest plantations
by incorporating a slow-acting poison in the bait originally developed
for radioisotope tracing studies of termite colonies. Effort is now
concentrated on the termite Coptotermes acinaciformis which is believed
to be responsible for most damage in urban areas.

Laboratory Studies
(W.T. Spragg)

The microencapsulation of various pesticides has shown that in most
cases the capsule leaks slowly. Termites have accepted baits containing
freshly encapsulated dieldrin and malathion but have refused capsules
which have been '̂tored for some time. The pyrethroids, which are
practically non-toxic to man but extremely toxic to insects, have been
encapsulated in three ways: (i) dissolved in oil and emulsified, (ii)
suspended in oil in which it is insoluble and emulsified, and (iii)
adsorbed on clays, etc., and encapsulated. Only the third of these is
reasonably stable and can be provided as a dry powder by freeze drying.
Laboratory feeding trials have given very irregular results showing no
acceptance of normal bait on some occasions and full acceptance on
others (using a Nasulitermes).

Field Tracing of Termites
(J. Easey, A. Davison, B.W. Seatonberry,

P. Crabbe, Isotope Division)

Colonies of Coptotermes acinacifrrniis infesting industrial properties
have been traced using lanthanum-140. Two colonies were traced at the
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Nestie's factory at Abbotsford and two were traced at the Chrysler
Marine factory at Lidcombe. Three of these tracings were of particular
interest; one colony at Nestle's was found on the third floor of the
building and no trace was found of any connection between the ground and
the colony. This is in contrast to general opinion that ail colonies oi
this type should have such contact. Of the two colonies at Chrysler
Marine, one was traced and eradicated in October 1976, the other was
detected and traced in April 1977. They appeared to occupy different
territories and the second colony did not appear to have entered any of
the previously infested areas.

Work is proceeding to improve bait formulation to produce a bait
attractive at all times. Great variability of uptake has been observed
in field trials for feeding, for radioactive and for poison baits.

4.4 Radioisotope Method of Measuring Flow of Wet Steam
(D.R.H. Beattie, A.G. Chapman, N. Hargreaves [Engineering
Research Division], P.L. Airey, J. Easey, B.W. Seatonberry,
P. Crabbe, A. Davison, P. Hartley, L. Smith [Isotope Division])

Methods are to be investigated for measuring the flowrate of wet
steam using a radioisotope tracer. If proved feasible, the technique
may be found useful for the in situ calibration of installed flowmeters
in industrial steam systems. The first tracer chosen for investigation
is tritium, which is expected to disperse in both water and steam phases.
Later developments may make use of two different tracers, the one insoluble
in water for use in the gas phase, the other non-volatile, to follow the
liquid phase.

The tests will be carried out in the HIPPO water/steam rig. A
special test section and preheater have been manufactured and are ready
for connection to the rig, which has already been partially modified for
the purpose. The test section is a horizontal U of 50 mm bore pipe of
total length about 20 metres. This is to be provided, upstream, with an
isotope-injection device and, downstream, a radially-traversible iso-
kinetic sampling probe of 1.8 mm bore with associated sample-
condensation and calorimetry apparatus. These items are at present at
various stages of design, development or manufacture (the sampling probe
is already completed). Operating pressure in the test section will be
1.4 MPa, and at the highest flowrates and steam qualities the preheater
(and other heater units) will require all the available d.c. power
supplies of the Engineering Laboratory, combining to some 600 kilowatts.

Test work is expected to commence around mid-1978.

4.5 Modelling of Ore Flotation Circuits (T.M. Romberg,
W.S.V. Jacobs, Engineering Research Division)

A radioisotope on-stream analysis system (ROSA) has been installed
by New Broken Hill Consolidated Ltd (NBHC) in a mineral processing
plant. The company desires to use the output signals from the probes to
improve control strategy of the flotation circuit, which at present has
only manual control. The objective is to increase overall plant efficiency
and save costs.

As the first step, it is intended to develop a mathematical model
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which describes the transient behaviour of the flotation circuits. At
the plant the probes are interfaced with a minicomputer for data acqui-
sition and storage on paper tape. The paper tape records of digitised
data provided by NBHC have been carefully edited to remove errors due to
mispunching and these data have been transferred to disk storage on the
central computer. The darn nrc being exarjined using correl.ition nr.d
spectral analysis methods to determine:

(1) the dominant relationships between any two of the various
plant variables, all of which are of a transient nature, and

(2) the time and frequency response behaviour of the overall
plant, Jn particular, the lead and zinc flotation circuits.

A detailed analysis of various input-output relationships in the
lead flotation plant has been made from data supplied by NBHC using the
locally-developed spectral analysis computer programs SISOD* (Single
Input Single Output Discrete data analysis) and MISOD* (Multiple Input
Single Output Discrete data analysis). The results indicate that the
lead concentration (as monitored by radioisotope on-stream analysis
probes) in the No.l lead rougher tailings is:

(a) strongly correlated with the wet pulp feed rate, particle size
and mineral concentration, but

(b) weakly correlated with the wet pulp acidity/alkalinity (pH)
and frother (sodium xanthate - NaX) addition.

The pH and frother addition are favoured as control variables, but
the present data have been contaminated by manual control action. More
reliable data are being sought from NBHC. In the interim the data from
the zinc flotation plant are being analysed to assess the degree of
correlation between the measured variables.

Mr T.M. Romberg attended a mineral process control course held at
the University of Queensland, 29th June to 1st July 1977. The course
was organised by Dr A.J. Lynch (Director, Julius Kruttschnitt Memorial
Research Centre, Department of Mining and Metallurgical Engineering) and
provided valuable material on the modelling and control of grinding and
flotation circuits in mineral process plant.

5. BIOLOGICAL AND CHEMICAL APPLICATIONS OF RADIATION (Isotope
Division)

5.1 Radiation Sterilisation of Pharmaceuticals and Related
Products (P.A. Wills, W. Moyle)

The Australian Code of Good Manufacturing Practice for Therapeutic
Goods requires that goods should receive a minimum absorbed radiation
dose of 2.5 x 10" Gy for sterilisation under normal circumstances. In
addition, the Australian Code requires manufacturers to validate this

*Romberg, T.M. - An Algorithm for the Multivariate Spectral Analysis of
Linear Systems. Submitted to the Journal of Sound and Vibration.
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dose by microbiological testing of the unsterilised material to assess
bioburden and radiation resistance of the contaminants. Similar tests
carried out in technically advanced countries have shown that, for many
products, radiation sterilisation can b«i achieved with doses considerably
less than 2.5 x 10** Gy. Reducing the dose required for radiation steri-
lisation could have several advantage?:. Radioisotope covrrr -".etc
should be decreased, sterilisation times shortened, and any radiation
degradation of the product reduced. The basic data required for an
objective assessment of the feasibility of reducing the radiation sterili-
sation for at least one product are being accumulated. Australian
manufacturers are collaborating by providing packaged samples of cotton
balls. Bioburden counts and radiation resistance of organisms surviving
a sub-sterilising dose will be studied for at least 12 months.

Low radiation sterilisation doses are only practical when initial
microbial contamination counts arc low and the isolated bacteria are
sensitive to radiation. Two samples of powdered glue imported from
China which were reported to be non-sterile after doses of 5 x 101* Gy
were referred to the AAEC for further examination. Initial results
showed that the standard method used for determining total viable
counts in glue grossly underestimated the number of micro-organisms
present, partly owing to the presence of an inhibitor in the glue.
After the method was modified, very high total counts of 5 x 106

aerobic bacteria per gram of glue were obtained. Although only one per
cent of contaminants were spores, 50 per cent of the microflora were
resistant to radiation. By contrast, resistant organisms form only 0.1
to 1% of the total bacteria contaminating medical products. Radiation
inactivation curves constructed for two non-spore forming bacteria
showed that both organisms were considerably more resistant than Bacillus
pumilus spores often used as a biological indicator for radiation steri-
lisation. It was calculated that 1 kg of glue would require a dose of
4.5 x 10** Gy for commercial sterility.

There is some slight evidence overseas that radiation resistant
mutants evolve in the vicinity of radiation plants. Dust samples
obtained from Gamma Sterilisation Pty Ltd's radiation cell when the
plant was dismantled after 16 years' operation were examined. Radiation
survival curves from 18 different isolates from the dust showed that
doses from 5.3 x 103 to 2.15 x 10** Gy were sufficient to reduce survival
by 106. None of the isolates were more resistant than B. pumilus spores.

On the basis of the AAEC program on radiation sterilisation, a
Research Agreement with the IAEA has been entered into for an Agency
coordinated South-East Asian and Pacific Regions research project on
'Radiation Sterilisation Practices Significant to Local Medical Supplies
and Conditions'.

Conference Presentation

Wills, P.A. [1977] - Radiation Sterilisation in Australia. Second
International Conference on the Sterilisation of Medical
Products by Ionising Radiation, Vienna, 25-28th April.

5.2 Food Irradiation (P.A. Wills, M.E. Izard, J.G. Clouston)

Owing to secondment of a member of staff away from the project for
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most of the year, work has only just resumed on the pasteurisation of
sugar solutions by combined pressure-heat treatment. Staff shortages at
CSIRO, Division of Food Research, also precluded the continuation of
effective collaboration with them in this project.

A self-service cobalt-60 irradiation rig recently installed in the
Irradiation Pond is being calibrated. The dose rate of about 10*1 Gy/h
is most suitable for irradiation studies of bacteria important in food
or pharmaceutical contamination.

Most food preservation methods aimed at producing a sterile pro-
duct, are designed to inactivate bacterial spores, which are always more
resistant than their corresponding vegetative forms. On the hypothesis
that the degree of water 'binding* may contribute to differences in
resistance, efforts are being made to use differential scanning calorimetry
to examine water desorption in spores. Difficulties are being experienced
in obtaining reproducible results, largely due to instrument limitations.

Basic resistance mechanisms of bacterial spores are the subject of
a joint Australia/USA inter-disciplinary seminar to be held at Madison,
USA, in October. Emphasis will be on the applicability of biophysical
techniques to obtain quantitative data in situ. A discussion paper has
been prepared for the Seminar. Thermodynamic and kinetic interpretation
of data obtained from irradiation, hydrostatic compression, and electro-
phoretic experiments at the AAEC and elsewhere support the concept of
resistance being due to the ability of spores to act as ion exchangers.

Publication

Murrell, W.G. (CSIRO Division of Food Research) & Wills, P.A. [1977] -
Initiation of Bacillus Spore Germination by Hydrostatic
Pressure: Effect of Temperature. J. Bacteriol., 129 : 1272-
1280.

Conference Presentation

Clouston, J.G. & Wills, P.A. [1977] - Bacterial Spores - A Thermodynamic
Approach. AUST/US Seminar/Workshop 'Basic Resistance Mechanisms
of Bacterial Spores', Madison, Wis., USA, October.

5.3 Emulsion Polymerisation (D.F. Sangster, P.W. Moore,
J.G. Clouston, A. Baker-Turley, F.W. Ayscough*, B. Ellis*
(*University of NSW)

Techniques have been developed to prepare 100 g batches of poly-
styrene by radiation polymerisation of emulsions of monomer at high
pressures and at controlled temperatures. The effects of experimental
parameters on rate of polymerisation, polymer yield, molecular weight
and physical and mechanical properties were investigated.

It was shown that it was possible to prepare high molecular weight
material of high mechanical strength at high rates of polymerisation.
Other vinyl polymers were also prepared by similar procedures and a
survey made of possible applications. The design of a small pilot plant
for continuous high pressure radiation-initiated polymerisation was
considered. However, as a study of the commercial potential of this
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process showed no prospects of a viable technological application in the
near future, the project and its associated research contract have been
terminated.

5. A Pulse Radiolysis Studies (D.F. Sangster, N.A. McAskill)

Using the improved wavelength resolution now available with the
pulse radiolysis equipment, solutions of styrene in hexane were inves-
tigated. In addition to the twin benzyl peaks at 307 and 318 nm and a
small peak at 360, a narrow peak at 330 nm was found. This transient
had not been observed in earlier experiments. It is much longer lived
than the other transients and may be the propagating radical. The
benzyl radical concentration is greater in the presence of alcohol.

The concentration dependence of the 270 nm benzyl peak has been
shown to be common to other non-polymerising precursors of this radical
and is, therefore, not due to a polymerisation process.

Measurements were made of the competition for OH radicals between
KCNS solution and variouo surfactants at concentrations below and above
the critical micelle concentration (CMC). Sodium lauryl sulphate,
sodium stearate and Aerosol OT all show a high degree of reactivity
towards the OH radical. At concentrations less than the CMC, sodium
lauryl sulphate and Aerosol OT have similar rates, but when the con-
centration is increased to above the CMC the rate for NaLS is only one-
tenth of the Aerosol OT rate. The higher reactivity of the Aerosol OT
micelles may be due to molecular packing considerations since the
molecule has two hydrophobic tails which may prevent close packing at
the surface of the micelle and thus allow the OH radical to penetrate
and react with the alkyl chains in the interior of the micelle.

Persulphate ion (SaOs ) is the most commonly used initiator for
emulsion polymerisations. Since the mechanistic details of the initia-
tion process are still not fully understood, a pulse radiolysis study of
the reaction between the sulphate radical anion (SOi,", generated from
the persulphate ion) and styrene was initiated. Initial results show that a
benzyl type radical is formed.

Conference Presentations

McAskill, N.A. [1976] - A Pulse Radiolysis Study of Emulsion Polymeri-
sation. 8th AINSE Radiation Chemistry Conference, Lucas
Heights, November.

Sangster, D.F. [1976] - Radiation Polymerisation of Styrene. 8th AINSE
Radiation Chemistry Conference, Lucas Heights, November.

Sangster, D.F. [1977] - Investigations into the Radiation Polymerisation
of Styrene. 9th Australian Polymer Symposium, Tanunda, SA,
February.

5.5 Shrinkproofing Treatments for Woollen Materials (K.G. McLaren)

Research has continued on the development of novel processes for
imparting shrinkage resistance to woollen materials. The material is
treated with various types of polymer resins, which are fixed to the
wool by irradiation at normal ambient temperatures. The new process
offers potential advantages over conventional commercial processes which
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require catalysts and high temperature curing methods. These are
wasteful of energy and also give rise to problems such as corrosion of
equipment, air pollution and loss of strength in the material. A
provisional patent specification covering this invention has been lodged
at the Australian Patent Office.

5.6 Irradiation Technology (D.F. Sangster, J.H. Bolton)

The gamma radiation flux from spent fuel elements discharged from a
power reactor was calculated and compared with that from cobalt-60
sources. It was shown that within a few days the fuel elements had
reached a level of specific activity such that they could no longer be
considered a commercially viable source for radiation processing in-
stallations.

The use of radiation in waste treatment - particularly in the
sterilisation of sewage sludge - is still being discussed extensively
overseas. Advice was given to the Australian National Animal Health
Laboratory, Geelong, on the possibility of using this technology for the
quarantine control of sterile incoming or outgoing materials.

The application of radiation overseas has shown steady growth and
there are signs of increased interest in this field in Australia. In
particular, an industrial accelerator is to be set up in Sydney for
radiation crosslinking of polyethylene prior to making foamed products.

Publications

Sangster,- D.F. [1977] - Unprocessed Reactor Fuel Elements as a Source
for Radiation Processing. Radiat. Phys. Chem., 9. : 575.

Wills, P.A. [1977] - Stimulation of Seeds by Low Doses of Radiation.
Australian Seed Science Newsletter (submitted).

Conference Presentations

Bolton, J.H. & Sangster, B.F. [1976] - Fission Products as a Radiation
Source for Industrial Processing. 8th AINSE Radiation Chemistry
Conference, Lucas Heights, November.

Sangster, D.F. [1977] - The Use of Large Radiation Sources for Radiation
Processing, Sterilisation and as an Investigational Tool.
48th ANZAAS Congress, Meioourne, September.

6. RADIATION DETECTION AND MEASUREMENT (Isotope Division)

6.1 Chemical Dosimetry (R.W. Matthews)

Well established chemical dosimeters are available for the measure-
ment of doses in the range 1 krad to 50 Mrad but not for doses less than
1 krad. Since the dose range 100 to 1000 rads is particularly important
in the fields of radiotherapy and radiation biology, chemical dosimeters
for this range are being sought. Two dosimeters, which appeared from
the literature reports to have the most promise for this region, were
studied in some detail and the results to date are summarised.
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The Ferrous Sulphate-Benzole Acid-Xylenol Orange System

The number of ferrous ions oxidised in an irradiated formus
sulphate solution, R(Fe3"*"), is markcc.ly increased if the solution
contains benzoic acid. In addition the sensitivity of the measurement
of ferric ions can be further increased if the coloured ferrii- coroplox-
forming species, xylenol orange, is present. This is the basis of the
above system and the literature reports claim an enhancement in sensi-
tivity by a factor of about 30 over the conventional ferrous sulphate
dosimeter. The system has therefore found application in the 100 to
1000 rad dose range. The results of the present work revealed a number
of unattractive features:

(1) The response is non-linear with dose.

(2) Solutions are unstable before and after irradiation.

(3) There is a slight dependence of response on the dose rate.

(A) The response also depends on the way In which the dose is
accumulated, that is, there is a dose fractional ion effect.

As a consequence of the combined effect of these factors it was
found that for doses of the order of a few hundred rads and greater,
more accurate results were obtained with the ordinary ferrous sulphate
dosimeter system than with the above modified system. The deficiencies
of this system were too great to warrant its further study.

The Terephthalic Acid System

When aqueous solutions of aromatic compounds are irradiated with
ionising radiation the corresponding hydroxy compound is formed; tere-
phthalic acid or terephthalate anion gives 2-hydroxy terephthalic acid
or 2-hydroxy terephthalate anion respectively. Solutions of the latter
fluoresce brilliantly and concentrations of as little as 5 x 10"9 N
(— 1 x 10"9 g/mX.) can be estimated with an accuracy of about i 5 per
cent using a spectrofluorimeter. This concentration corresponds to the
amount of 2-hydroxy terephthalate ion formed in a solution by the
absorption of about 5 rads of radiation. The concentration formed is
directly proportional to absorbed dose up to at least 1000 rads.
Solutions are reasonably stable before irradiation and there are no
significant post-irradiation effects. Suitable terephthalate solutions
can be prepared from singly distilled water and it can be irradiated in
either Pyrex glass or polythene containers. This system appears to hold
excellent prospects as a reliable chemical dosimeter for the dose range
10 to 1000 rads.

The effect of parameters such as solution pH, concentration of
terephthalate ion and known radical scavengers upon the yield of 2-
hydroxy terephthalate is being studied to obtain information on the
reaction mechanism and the parameters of importance in solution preparation.

The spectrofluorimeter used in the fluorescence measurement is
unnecessarily sophisticated and expensive and an instrument is being
built in the Instrumentation and Control Division for fluorescence
measurements of terephthalic acid dosimeters alone. By limiting the
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measurement capabilities of the instrument to fixed fluorescence charac-
teristics it is hoped to achieve a simple, stable, economical dosimetor
for routine use in the kilorad range, similar to the cerous/ccric meter
developed for megarad use.

Thiocyanate Sensitisation for Ferric Ions in the
Ferrous Sulphate Dosimeter

The molar extinction coefficient of the ferric thiocyanate complex
is five or six times greater than that of the ferric sulphate complex
and has an optical absorption maximum in the visible region of the
spectrum. Measurements of the ferric ion concentration in irradiated
ferrous sulphate (Fricke) dosimeter solutions can be made more sensitive
by developing the ferric thiocyanate complex following irradiation. The
shift to measurements in the visible region of the spectrum is also an
advantage since most spectrophotometers perform best at visible wave-
lengths.

One problem associated with the use of the thiocyanate ion is an
increase in the spontaneous oxidation rate of the unirradiated solution
in the presence of this ion but the oxidation rate can be minimised by
using a ferrous sulphate concentration of 1 x 10"M M instead of the
usual 1 x 10"3 M. At this lower concentration a longer reaction time is
required than for the standard ferrous sulphate dosimeter following
irradiation, owing to the slow reaction between hydrogen peroxide and
the more dilute ferrous ion concentration. However, G(Fe ) at the
completion of the reaction was found to be 15.6, the same as for the
higher ferrous ion concentration.

Doses in the range 80 to 560 rads were measured with a precision of
i 2.2 per cent on solution volumes of only 0.6 mi, a significant improve-
ment on the precision obtained with the direct 304 nm method and the
same solution volume.

Publications

Matthews, R.W. [1976] - Inhibition of Charge Pair Recombination by
Sulphuric Acid in Irradiated Aqueous Solution. Chem. Commun.,
15_ : 59.

Matthews, R.W. [1977] - Effect of Sulphuric Acid on the Cobalt-60 y-ray
Induced Oxidation of Ferrous Sulphate Solutions. J. Chem.
Soc., Faraday Trans., I, 21 ! 526-

Matthews, R.W. [1977] - Reactions of the H Atom in Gamma Irradiated
Ferrous Sulphate solutions. AAEC/E413.

Matthews, R.W., Barker, N.T.* & Sangster, D.F. [1977] - A Comparison of
Some Chemical Dosimeters for the Measurement of Doses of
Ionising Radiation of Less than 1000 rads. Int. J. Appl.
Radiat. Isot. (in press).

Matthews, R.W., Barker, N.T.* & Sangster, D.F. [1977] - Ferrous Sulphate
Dosimetry by the Thiocyanate Method. Int. J. Appl. Radiat.
Isot. (in press).

(*University of New South Wales).

Conference Presentation

Matthews, R.W. [1976] - Aqueous Solutions for the Measurement of Low
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Doses of Ionising Radiation. 8th AINSE Radiation Chemistry
Conference, Lucas Heights, November.

6.2 Semiconductors for Radiation Detectors (.A.J. Tavendaie,
G.C. Wall, Instrumentation & Control Division)

High Purity Germanium Crystals

The objective of this work is to produce germanium crystals suit-
able for the fabrication of gamma spectrometers without the use of
lithium-drift compensation. The crystals are required to have a net
electrically-active impurity concentration below 5 x 10l° atoms cm"3.

At the time of the last annual branch report we had found that
vacuum zone-reCined germanium yielded crystals having a net acceptor
level at the seed-end of 1 to 4 x 1011 atoms cm"3. These crystals con-
tained a donor which became dominant in the lower part of the crystals
making them too strongly n-type. The donor appeared to be introduced
when the germanium was transferred from the zone-refiner to the crystal
puller. Haller & Hansen of the Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory have con-
cluded that the donor which behaves in this way is phosphorus from the
quartz crucible.

We have found that this donor does not appear if a small quantity
of silicon is added to the charge of germanium in the crystal puller.
Using this procedure we have grown crystals that were p-type over their
whole length with acceptor levels below 2 x 1011 atoms cm"3. We have
obtained similar results without direct silicon addition, from germanium
taken from the 'clean' ends of bars which were zone-refined in silica-
smoked quartz boats. It is likely that this germanium also contained
silicon derived from the silica smoke. These crystals can be regrown
without any change in the impurity profile whereas most of our previous
crystals became more n-type on regrowth. However, when one of tĥ se<
crystals was intentionally doped with phosphorus, the donor level in-
creased exactly as expected. This result supports our earlier obser-
vations that the donor appears only when the oxygen concentration in the
germanium is high. Silicon acts as an oxygen getter and hence sup-
presses donor formation.

Silica precipitates have been detected in some crystals and we are
trying to determine the conditions under which these appear.

We have again tested the procedures used by the two US groups which
have made high purity germanium, but have so far been unable to produce
crystals containing much less than 101: acceptor atoms cm"3. However,
single crystal samples cut from some of the zone-refined bars had net
acceptor levels below the required 5 x 1010 atoms cm"3. Photothermal
ionisation spectroscopy measurements on these samples showed that the
major residual acceptor in the material was aluminium. A minor amount
of boron acceptor was also present and there was no phosphorus donor.

We are investigating three possible causes for the persistence of
the acceptor in the crystals:

(1) Recontamination of the germanium during transfer to the
crystal puller.
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(2) Particular concentrations of silicon and oxygen may be re-
quired to complex the residual acceptor in an electrically
inactive form.

(3) Improved zone refining efficiency may be required.

The construction of a new zone-refiner has just been completed.
This will speed up zone-refining experiments by a factor of four.

Compound Semiconductors

The preparation of crystalline, high purity gallium arsenide and
cadmium telluride compound semiconductors for application in room tem-
perature operated radiation detectors continued. There was, in particu-
lar, increased emphasis on the assessment of detector properties of our
CdTe.

Cadmium Telluride

The crystallographic and detection properties of indium- and
chlorine-doped CdTe ingots grown by the Bridgman method during the
previous period were examined in detail. Crystallinity was generally
found to be of a high order with a low density of Te inclusions as
determined by infrared transmission microscopy.

It was found that a considerable improvement in the detector
properties of this material resulted, following slow annealing from
- 450°C under Te vapour. This is probably related to the formation of
higher order defect-impurity complexes which leads to reduced charge
carrier trapping and therefore better detector energy resolution.

Three CdTe ingots were grown from Te solvent at low temperatures
using the Bridgman technique. However, despite careful adjustment of
furnace settings, this material contained a high density of Te inclu-
sions. Sublimation of CdTe in a 'travelling* sealed tube is now being
considered as an alternative low temperature growth technique (low
temperature growth reduces the density of trapping defects).

Gallium Arsenide

A further ten ingots were grown by the chemical vapour deposition
(CVD) method in sealed tubes and some material of acceptable crystalline
quality has now been grown. The detector properties of this material
are being assessed.

6.3 Nuclear Detectors - Development and Application (E.M. Lawson,
R.D. Ryan, A.J. Tavendale, Instrumentation & Control Division)

Cadmium Telluride Detectors

Although we have previously made CdTe y-ray detectors of acceptable
energy resolution (4 keV FWHM at 100 keV) from low resistivity, n-type
material grown by the Te-solvent method, they proved to have unstable
detection efficiencies and leakage currents. However, there has been a
considerable improvement during the period in the performance of detectors
made from high resistivity In- and Cl-doped Bridgman crystals also grown
as part of our materials program.
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A series of 'hemispherical geometry' detectors have been made for
encapsulation in small probe holders in preparation for long term stability
tests. Figure 6.1 shows the assembly of a CdTe detector. The "i-ray
responses of a detector to 137Cjs and 23SU (93 per cent enriched) sources
are shown in Figures 6.2 and 6.3 respectively. These results are
comparable to those obtained by other laboratories.

There is an increasing interest in the application of CdTe probe
detectors in the safeguarding of nuclear materials and for this reason
these results are most satisfactory.

High Purity Germanium Detectors

Development of techniques in the construction of HPGe Y-ray detectors
continued with emphasis'on methods of surface passivation of detectors.

It has been found during temperature cycling studies of detectors
that, if they are warmed to room temperature within the cryostat housing,
leakage currents become unacceptably high on re-cooling to 77 K for
spectroscopy operation. This effect is caused by condensate (probably
water) on the exposed surface of the detector.

To deal with this problem we have made some effort to develop a
suitable passivation technique (coating the surfaces with a protective
agent). Partial success has been gained using Kel-F wax and Teflon
(aerosol spray) materials as coatings.

It is intended to continue this work because of its importance in
the practical application of HPGe detectors where it is expected that
frequent temperature cycling may be required.

Figure 6.1 CdTe detector assembly
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f-RAY ENERGY

Figure 6.2 y-ray response of a CdTe detector to a 137Cs source

f-RAY ENERGY
Figure 6.3 y- ray response of a CdTe detector to a 235U (93?

enriched) source
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6.4 Detector Calculations (E.J. Clayton, Physics Division)

A variety of neutron detection efficiencies have been calculated by
Monte Carlo code for the organic detectors NE102 and NE213. A modified
version of the code was used to provide neutron angular distribution
data for multiple scattering and carbon scattering corrections for
hydrogen scattering experiments at the Australian National University.
Measurements made at ANU showed that although the code provided accurate
efficiency data, there were minor discrepancies in the shape of the res-
ponse function at high neutron energies. These discrepancies arose
because of uncertainty in the relationship between deposited energy and
pulse height. This question is still under investigation. Modified
carbon response data gave improved agreement between theory and measure-
ment at high energies.

A gamma ray code using much of the original Monte Carlo code was
developed to test gamma ray source calibrations for organic detectors.
This predicted the position of the Compton edge accurately when compared
to measured response functions, but overestimated the peak to valley
ratio for Compton scattering, except at low energies.

7. ENVIRONMENTAL FIELD STUDIES (M.S. Giles, A.R. Williams, Health
Physics Research Section)

7.1 Environmental Background Survey at Yeelirrie, WA

The second of two field trips for this project was carried out in
September 1976, to collect soil and plant samples from the vicinity of
the Yeelirrie uranium deposit. All samples were analysed for a range of
metals associated with the ore and the proposed milling operation. The
data were classified and tabulated to provide a readily accessible
documentation of the condition of the environment before mining com-
mences. At 30th September a set of results for the 226Ra analysis,
being conducted by a company in the USA, was awaited before completion
of a report on this work.

Following further sampling of groundwater during September 1976,
water quality data including radiation and heavy metal analyses in
addition to the usual water quality criteria were collected from bores
and windmills within a radius of approximately 50 km of the uranium
orebody. This data has been collated and subjected to hierarchical
analysis using the Cyber 76 computer system. A report entitled 'Groundwater
Quality in the General Area of the Yeelirrie Uranium Deposit' has been
prepared and is at present being refereed externally.

7.2 The Movement of Radium in Aquatic-Terrestrial Environments
(A.R. Williams, Health Physics Research Section)

The third of a projected four field trips to the Alligator Rivers
area was carried out in August 1976, to collect soil, plant and buffalo
dung samples from the Magela Plains. The object of the study is to des-
cribe the distribution of radium in the Magela Plains before mining
commences on the Ranger and Jabiluka uranium deposits. The first draft
paper on the vegetation and geomorphology of the floodplain was com-
pleted by 30th June 1977.
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7.3 Port Hacking Studies (M.S. Giles)

Some further work on dissolved inorganic carbon in interstitial
water has been done throughout the year. Data on this and previous work
on photosynthetic carbon inputs into benthic microalgae are being collated
and reports are being prepared.

7.4 Biological Studies in Estuarine and Marine Environments
(R.D. Simpson, Health Physics Research Section)

This project is in the initial preparation stages. The project
centres on the investigation of the responses of marine invertebrates in
different temperature regimes to the uptake of heavy metal pollutants.
The objective is to compare experimentally responses of the same species
that have a distribution from tropics to temperate regions.

The main objective of the project is to obtain data on animals
living in the tropics, an area which has received far less attention
than temperate regions. Are tropical animals put to a greater dis-
advantage than their temperate zone counterparts? How is uptake of
metal pollutants related to differences in metabolism in the two tem-
perature regimes?

It is planned to use radioisotope labelling techniques to obtain
progressive readings on experimental animals rather than having to kill
groups of animals at intervals in order to measure pollutant uptake.
The AAEC, by way of its ability to provide suitable isotopes and count-
ing instrumentation, is a very appropriate institution for this line of
research.

7.5 Rum Jungle Environmental Studies (B.E. Clancy, A.I.M. Ritchie,
J.A. Daniel, Physics Division)

Field Measurements of Rainfall and Run-off

Measurements of the quantity and quality of run-off water and rain-
fall on White's overburden dump were continued in the 1976-77 wet season.
Unfortunately, equipment problems arose and resulted in a record which
contained information on only about half the total number of events.

The results supported the previous year's findings that the heavy
metal burden of groundwater is much greater than that of the run-off.

Rainfall Contribution to Groundwater

In order to relate the heavy metal burden to the magnitude of the
oxidation process the soil moisture level is being monitored using a
non-destructive neutron scattering technique. In principle this means
that the soil water content of the heap can be measured as a function of
time and depth throughout the wet and dry season.

Six holes were drilled from the surface through to the original
ground level. During the drilling program samples of soil were taken
for subsequent analysis to determine the variation (if any) with depth,
of sulphur and heavy metal concentrations, and neutron absorption cross
section. The holes were lined with end-plugged polythene tubes which
were capped to stop ingress of water.
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Throughout the wet season the count rate of a neutron probe was
measured as a function of depth in the probe holes. Count rates from a
gamma probe were also measured to determine the bulk density of the soil
in the heap.

Conversion of the field measurements to density and soil water con-
tent has been less straightforward than expected, and a program of
laboratory measurements, backed by sophisticated neutron transport
calculations has been mounted to determine the calibration curve for the
neutron probe as a function of soil density, soil water content and
thermal neutron absorption cross section.

Model for Heap Leaching

The consequences of assuming that the oxidation rate of pyrites in
an overburden dump is determined by the rate at which the oxygen re-
quired can diffuse in from the top surface were examined. It was shown
that oxidation proceeds at a reaction front that moves away from the top
surface at a rate determined entirely by the concentration of pyrites in
the heap, the diffusion coefficient of oxygen in the pore space, the
concentration of oxygen in the air, and the ratio of the mass of oxygen
to the mass of pyrites consumed in the chemical reaction describing the
oxidation process.

Applied to White's overburden dump at Rum Jungle, the model indicates
oxidation rates of the same order as those inferred from field measurements.
It also predicts, depending on the porosity which is assumed to be
between 20 and 40 per cent, that at the present stage of the heap's
development, the reaction front lies between 3 and 5 m from the surface
and is advancing 7.5 to 13 cm per year. If the reaction is catalysed by
iron-oxidising bacteria, then on the basin of the model, the bacterial
population will be greatest in the comparatively small 'front1 region,
zero in the anaerobic region below the front, and small in the upper
levels of the heap.

Estimates were also made of the temperature rise at the reaction
front and the temperature distribution, assuming that the only heat loss
was by conduction through the soil. Heat loss to water passing through
the heap could, however, be significant and a more sophisticated treat-
ment is required.

Partly to test the predictions of the model, temperature profiles
were measured in the drill holes throughout the 1976-77 wet season.
These measurements show that the temperature distribution changes through-
out the wet season, but that the variation differs from hole to hole.
One hole shows particularly high temperatures (~ 53°C) throughout the
season, while the other holes have maximum temperatures ranging from 35
to 38.5°C.

Publications

Lang, D.W. [1977] - Resolution Unfolding with Limits Imposed by Statistical
Experimental Errors. AAEC/E398.

Ritchie, A.I.M. [1977] - Heap Leaching: A Gas Diffusion Rate Limited
Model. AAEC/E429.

Ritchie, A.I.M. [1977] - Flow and Diffusion of a Two Species Gas Mixture
in a Porous Slab. AAEC/E430.
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Conference presentation

Bird, J.R., Scott, M.D., Russell, L.H. & Kenny, M.J. (1977] - Analysis
using Ion Induced Gamma Rays. 3rd Int. Conf. on Ion Beam
Analysis, Washington.

Suppression and Control of Microbial Leaching

This research contract is with the University of NSW (Professor
B.H. Ralph, School of Biological Technology) and the AAEC; liaison
officer is Mr D.R. Davy.

During this period, White's overburden heap at Rum Jungle was
sampled intensively by trenching with mechanical equipment at the foot
of the heap and on the top, to a depth of about 4 m. Samples were
collected from both locations during September 1976, and from the top of
the heap in March 1977. The chemical and microbiological examination of
these samples substantially completes the first stage of the microbial
ecology survey, and has yielded a considerable volume of information on
the relative magnitudes of five major population groups, their variation
with location within the heap, and their fluctuation with seasonal
conditions. Points of significance are the relatively low population
levels of iron-oxidising bacteria during both wet and dry seasons,
similarly low levels of sulphur-oxidising bacteria during the dry season
but considerable buildups during the wet season when the overall pH
levels are higher, and the quite constant occurrence of acid-
tolerant, heterotrophic bacterial populations. Anaerobic, sulphate-
reducing bacteria were detected in a layer about one metre thick, at the
base of the heap during the dry season, suggesting that oxygen penetration
is substantial through most of the heap. The more detailed examination
of the microbial flora has been continued but at a greatly reduced
tempo.

The substrate requirements of the various microbial population
groups and their variation with climatic conditions have suggested the
need for further information on the occurrence of various postulated
sulphide degradation reactions, both chemical and microbial, and the
role of associated gangue materials. Preliminary experiments on the
rate of oxidation of various sulphide minerals, known to occur in the
heap material, in relatic , to relative humidity levels, have indicated
large differences in behaviour between different minerals. A start has
been made with an experimental program designed to simulate the changes
in water activity which occur between wet and dry seasons, and to identify
the pattern of release of metals and acid.

8. ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES - LABORATORY AND ASSESSMENT

8.1 Significance of Degree of Pollution - Application Factors
(N.J. Williams, Health Physics Research Section)

The toxicity of dissolved cupric ion to a local Sydney freshwater
gudgeon, Hypseleotris gali the fire-tailed gudgeon, is being studied.
Copper frequently occurs in association with uranium and may be present
in the effluents from mining or ore-processing wastes, ultimately passing
into a freshwater stream and affecting the flora and fauna.
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In standard dilute artificial freshwater, the chemical activity of
the free cupric ion rather than its concentration is the fundamental
determinant of survival duration. The fish have a mean survival duration
of about four days at a free cupric ion activity of 40 ug dm"3 but
survive only half a day at 1 mg dnf ?. Increased amounts of the sulphates
and chlorides of sodium, calcium and magnesium, as well as a more concen-
trated solution of salts in the same proportions as in the standard
dilute artificial freshwater, all enhance mean survival duration. In
general, chlorides enhance survival more than sulphates, and enhancement
is more marked at lower free cupric ion activities than at higher activi-
ties, with the exception of calcium which enhances survival at both
higher and lower free cupric ion activities.

The numbers of flukes encysted in the flesh did not influence the
survival durations of the fish, but the sizes of the fish did. As with
the enhancement of survival duration by the major cations and anions
added to the experimental water, there was in general an enhancement in
larger fish at lower rather than h<iher free cupric ion activities.
This effect of size of fish was more marked with added calcium and
magnesium than with added sodium or with the more concentrated solution
containing salts in the same proportions as in the standard dilute
artificial freshwater.

This work is being extended to an examination of changes in the
ethology of the fish in free cupric ion of lesser activities, in order
to gain information on sub-lethal and longer-term effects, which are
important for the survival of fish populations.

8.2 Environmental Chemistry (R.T. Lowson, J.V. Evans, R.N. Sylva,
P.S. Bull, A. Berzins, Chemical Technology Division)

During the year, an environmental chemistry program was defined
with the aim of understanding and predicting the effects of wastes
discharged into the environment. It will be centered around computer
programs for environmental modelling. The programs require extensive
experimental information on the hydrolysis and complexation of metal
ions in natural waters and the adsorption of ions on clays and soils.
The laboratory studies on metal hydrolysis are a continuation of the
existing work on the chemistry of metal pollutants in natural waters
reported last year (MEC/PR43-N, Section 8.2), while the adsorption work
was initiated during the current year.

Hydrolysis of Metal Ions in Aqueous Solutions

In aqueous solutions, metals hydrolyse according to

PM
n+ + qH20 = Mp(OHq

(n~q)+ + qH*" ,

and form a mixture of hydrolysed species which may include precipitated
material. The stability constant 6 for the M (OH) (n-<l)* species in
the mixture is given by / \. , ^

[Mp(OH)q
(n"q)+MH*]q

6p,q = [Mn*jP

Consequently a pH-titration curve represents a summation of all hydrolysed
species within the system defined by the above equation.
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Successful analysis of experimental results to identify the species
requires the measurement of pH to a precision of 0.001 with an accuracy
0.01 or better. The experimental techniques for routine measurement
under these rigorous conditions have been successfully developed.

The following species have been identified as the principal products
in the hydrolysis of copper(II) in 0.10 M potassium nitrate at 25°C:

Species Log (3
P,q

CuOH1" -7.68 (± 0.04)*
-10.86 (± 0.01)

Cu3(OH)5
+ -21.40 (± 0.03)

^Standard deviation is given in brackets.

This experimentally found scheme is in general accord with the
'core-plus links' hypothesis of hydrolysis. The log 0 „ values quoted
are the most accurately measured values for this system.

Experimental work on the hydrolysis of uranium(Vl) in 0.1 and
1.0 M potassium nitrate has been completed. Initial data analysis
indicates that the following species are probably present: U02OH ,
(U02)2(OH)i+, (U02)3(OH)iiV(U02)3(OH)t, (U02),,(OH)|+, and (U02)M(OH)t.
Because of the complexity of this system it has been found necessary to
modify and augment the computer program that is currently being used to
analyse results. This modification is being carried out in collaboration
with Applied Mathematics and Computing Division.

Adsorption of Metals on Soils

Metals in concentrated solutions are transported in rivers and
through soils as dissolved species. However, in dilute solutions, other
mechanisms of transport become significant, including transport of
colloidal and precipitated material, and sediments on which the metal is
adsorbed. For permeation through soil, a sorption-desorption chromato-
graphic process can be envisaged.

A radiotracer technique was developed to study these adsorption
processes at typical environmental concentrations of 10" 7 to 10" 8 mol
tTl. Systems so far studied are the adsorption of zinc, barium and
cobalt to silica, alumina, kaolin as an example of a type I clay, and
bentonite as an example of a type II clay. The work will be extended to
illite as an example of type III clay once purification techniques for
Woronora illite have been perfected.

At these low concentrations, it was shown that adsorption was in
the linear isotherm region and was largely independent of the ionic
strength (0.1 to 1 M) of the carrier ion (Cl~, SÔ , N03) or of complexing
ions (HC07, SiOî ) . The adsorption was very dependent on pH. Accordingly,
the experiments were carried out as a batch titration. Defining a dis-
tribution coefficient as
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_ sorbed concentration
T) ~ solution concentration '

it has been shown that there is a linear relationship between log K_ and
pH. This allows the adsorption process to be viewed as an ion exchange
process with a hydrolysablc surface, according to the following scheme

SOH * SO".. .H* * S0~ + M* * SO.. .M + H*

where S is the surface and ... is an adsorption bond. It is intended to
extend this work to include both an investigation of the mechanisms
involved in these processes and a study of the adsorption of ions such
as manganese and radium on soils which has direct application on the
uranium industry.

Computer Modelling of Environmental Systems

Computer models have been successfully developed overseas to predict
the effects of the discharge of waste on the environment.

An assessment of the available models indicated that, for our pur-
poses, the more generalised models are excessively complex, so denying
an understanding of the model, and the simpler models are so restricted
to a particular system that they have little application to others.

It has been decided, therefore, to develop a program that has
general application to local conditions and situations of interest to
the nuclear industry. In writing the program, experience will be drawn
from the previous models, and we will use input data that can be deter-
mined in our laboratories. Progress to date has been in defining the
assumptions and equations to be employed in the model and drawing up the
initial flow diagram.

8.3 Ore Overburden (B. McGregor, Physics Division)

The gamma ray spectrum at ground level above an ore body at depth
has an energy distribution that is dependent on (a) the radionuclides in
the ground and (b) the interaction of the gamma rays emitted by these
radionuclides with the ground matrix. This interaction is dominated by
Compton scattering above 200 keV which is the energy range for most
conventional geophysical field work. Compton scattering results in a
continuous energy distribution showing less and less structure as the
overburden thickness increases.

An experimental study of the effect of barren overburden by CSIRO
Division of Mineral Physics, North Ryde, consisted of measuring the
gamma ray spectrum above a tank with varying depths of water, repre-
senting overburden, covering bags of uranium and thorium ore. Ranges
exist in the energy spectrum in which no gamma rays are emitted by the
source. The experiments showed that a knowledge of the ratio of counts
observed in such an energy window to the total count, may be used to
correct the total counting rate for the effect of overburden shielding.

The results of published, 'moments method calculations', were used
to determine the theoretical spectra and these were folded with published
response functions for the Nal detector. Theoretical spectra were
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calculated assuming a mono-directional source to approximate the experi-
ment. The calculated responses showed agreement for the changes with
overburden. Calculations were also used to evaluate the effects of ore
thickness as well as overburden thickness, and to determine sensitivity
limits on the correction factors.

In a field situation, the source would probably be approximately

have been compared to published spectrum measurements made above cali-
bration pads at the Danish R1SO research establishment with good agreement.
The work was presented at a recent International Geophysical Conference
in Sydney.

9. BIOPHYSICS AND RADIATION BIOLOGY

9.1 Radiation Dosimetry (O.K. Gibson, M.C.E. Petersen, Health
Physics Research Section)

Work on the measurement of the angular and energy distributions of
electrons ejected by 20-100 keV protons incident upon gaseous targets is
continuing. Improvements to the beam collimation system have led to a
reduction of the spurious electron signals which were previously making
measurement very difficult. A system of electrode bias potentials has
also effected a further big improvement in the signal-to-noise ratio.
Work is now being carried out to demonstrate that the electrons being
measured do originate from ionisation of the target atoms, as presently
indicated. A second apparatus, for measuring the spectrum of energy
loss in single collisions between protons and gaseous targets has been
largely assembled, but lack of manpower has prevented further progress.

The theory of the dosimetry of a-particles from particulate emitters
has been applied to the special case of a spherical source of ex-emitters
in a homogeneous medium, with average properties chosen to represent
tissue, and to the inhomogeneous case where the a-particles emanate from
a particle, with average properties chosen to represent plutonium dioxide.
A solution in closed form is possible in the former case, but the latter
must be evaluated numerically. In both cases the importance of an exact
treatment compared with a point source approximation is illustrated.
The dose rate is found to decrease as the maximum range of the ex-
particles in tissue, from the source surface, is approached.

Publication

Gibson, O.K. & Petersen, M.C.E. - The Dosimetry of Particulate Sources
of a-particles. To be submitted to Radiation Research.

9.2 Radon Daughter Dosimetry (D.R. Davy, E.G. O'Brien, Health
Physics Research Section)

The 'Code of Practice on Radiation Protection in the Mining and
Milling of Radioactive Ores' will apply to any future uranium mining in
Australia. To assist in its implementation the Commission carried out
further developmental work on radon daughter dosimetry.

The provisional patent for a personnel working level (WL) dosimeter
lapsed since it was predated by a French patent for a very similar
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design. Evaluation effort was switched from the AAEC design, using AAEC
manufactured 'track etch' cellulose nitrate, to the French equivalents.
The French units can be used also for area monitoring. The limit of
detection is about 0.5 WL-hour compared with the occupational standard
of 4 WL-month.

As part of the environmental survey being carried out at Yeelirrie
for Western Mining Corporation Ltd on a contract basis, measurement of
the concentration of radon in air and groundwater and the concentration
of radon daughters in air, together with estimates of emanation rates
for radon from the ground surface, were carried out.

Computer codes were used to provide estimate,1* of scaling factors so
that measurements of radon emanation rates obtained from embryo waste
rock piles, ore stock piles or tailings dams can be scaled to an end-of-
mine situation.

The influence of meteorological factors (change of barometric
pressure, diurnal temperature variations, wind speed) on radon emanation
rates from the ground are being investigated. These measurements will
assist in future efforts to unscramble the effects of natural variations
from mining induced changes in regional radon surveys.

A contract was also entered into with the SA Department of Public
Health for an experimental assessment of any radiological hazard re-
sulting from the abandoned uranium tailings at Port Pirie. The agree-
ment called for training of some Amdel staff during the first survey
period (27th June to 6th July 1977) and for them to carry out all field
work for the remaining three survey periods. The Commission retained
the responsibility for preparing a progress report after each survey and
for the final report.

Further contract work was carried Cor Dames and Moore as agents to
Getty Oil for a preliminary survey of radon emanation rates from their
orebody near Georgetown (Qld) and radon and WL concentrations in air.

9.3 Radioprotective Effect of Dithiothreitol (DTT) (J.K. Brown,
Radiation Biology Research Section)

The compound DTT is being investigated as a radioprotective compound
jointly with Dr Y.A.E. Bick of the Zoology Department, University of
Tasmania. Dr Bick's research is funded by AINSE. If reliable, such
agents might be of considerable practical value in cases of accidental
overexposure to radiation in man.

To test the effectiveness of DTT, Chinese hamster cells cultured
in vitro were exposed to X-rays and the chromosome aberrations (a
measure of cell damage) determined in cultures in the presence and
absence of DTT.

Results to hand indicate that DTT is effective in reducing radi-
ation damage when administered after the dose of radiation, in contrast
to most radioprotective compounds which have to be administered prior to
radiation exposure. The lowest concentration of DTT which exerts this
effect is now being determined in order to assess whether it may be of
therapeutic value.
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Biological Dosimetry in Partial Body Irradiation

In the case of whole body exposure to penetrating ionising radi-
ation it is possible to make a reasonable estimate or the exposure in
man by counting the chromusome aberrations in peripheral blood lympho-
cytes.

Blood samples, taken from cancer patients undergoing radiotherapy,
are currently being examined with a view to determining whether the
technique is also applicable to cases of partial body exposure to
radiation.

Present experiments are concerned with the dynamics of lymphocyte
proliferation in vitro in an endeavour to overcome several technical
difficulties which are hindering the progress of the work.

Chromosome Aberrations in 3H-labelled Hamster Cells

A study of the chromosomal aberrations induced in 3H-labelled
Chinese hamster cells, after storage at -196°C, continued. Despite
several experiments, it is still not possible to determine whether a
linear or curvilinear relationship exists between the incidence of
chromosome aberrations and the dose caused by the 3H disintegrations in
the cell nuclei.

9.4 Toxicology of Uranium Compounds and Industrial Dusts

Toxicity Criteria of Uranium Materials
(K.W. Bentley, R.B. Adams, Occupational Health Research Section)

Biological investigations have partially defined the necessary
physicochemical criteria for toxicity predictions. Hydration, disso-
lution, surface area and particle size variation arising from various
thermochemical events are being investigated. Results indicate that,
for the materials examined, their capacity for membrane disruption is
proportional to the rate and extent of their dissolution in physio-
logical electrolytes.

In vitro haemolysis under standard conditions continues to be a
reliable semi-quantitative measure of solubility. The dissolved uranium
reacts with macromolecular components of the erythrocyte membrane
resulting in haemoglobin release.

The investigation of thermochemical derivatives of ammonium di-
uranate heated in static air to various temperatures between 250-800°C
confirmed that, as with UOa, haemolysis is predominantly a consequence
of dissolution.

The information from the model systems previously examined has been
used in a preliminary examination of the toxicity of locally produced
'yellowcake'.

Erythrocyte Disruption by Uranyl Salts
(J.H. Wyatt)

Phase contrast and dark field micrographs have been made to record
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variation of the shape and size changes seen when erythrocytes are ex-
posed to uranyl acetate in vitro. Following exposure there is a marked
change in the mechanism of osmotic haemolysis, probably involving an
increase in membrane area with increased permeability, rather than by
volume increase with rupture of the membrane.

Fission Track Analysis of Uranium Distribution in
Biological Tissues

(K..W. Bentley, J.H. Wyatt [Occupational Health Research Section],
T. Wall [Physics Division])

Biological examination of the metabolic fate of nuclear materials
and uranium ores has been limited by inability to obtain a reliable
visualisation of their distribution in tissue. In particular, tissue
damage may be examined by conventional histological staining techniques,
whereas the relationship between tissue damage and natural uranium
concentration cannot be resolved by light microscopic examination,
following either tissue staining or autoradiography.

A technique for determining the distribution of uranium in tissue
sections has been developed which involves use of a solid state track
recorder (SSTR), namely, a cellulose acetate or nitrate film, or a thin
sheet of mica. A. sample of tissue is sandwiched between a silica
optical flat and an SSTR and irradiated in the AAEC's research reactor
Moata to a total thermal neutron dose of 2 x 101>f neutrons per square
centimetre. Subsequent etching of the SSTR produces a pattern of
fission fragment tracks corresponding to the distribution of uranium in
the tissue section.

The technique has been found to be reliable and reproducible for
all tissues examined. It will greatly facilitate in vivo investigations
in uranium toxicology research work.

In vivo Experimental Pathology Program
(K.W. Bentley, J.H. Wyatt)

The availability of facilities for rapid uranium analysis allows a
comprehensive in vivo animal experimentation program to be pursued.
Animals have been injected with powdered samples of UOj, U02, U30e,
various powders derived from decomposition of ammonium uranate, and a
range of uranium-containing ores. Toxicity and metabolic fate of these
materials has oeen assessed in terms of histologically observed kidney
damage, loss in body weight, mortality, tissue accumulation and dis-
tribution, and excretion profiles.

A general conclusion emerging from this work is that uranium
bearing dusts and ores exhibit a wide variation in toxic effects both in
degree and nature. These variations are determined by intricate chemical
properties arising from thermal history, structural properties and
dissolution properties which determine the nature of 'transportable1

uranium formed in tissue fluid.

Publications

Wyatt, J.H. [1977] - A Microscopic Study of the Action of Uranyl Acetate
on the Erythrocyte at Varying Molarity and Tonicity. AAEC/E395.
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Bentley, K.W. [1976] - Quantitative Peptide Bond Hydrolysis using S-cis-
[Co trien (OH) (OH2)j

2+ ion. Biochem. J., 153 : 137.
Bentley, K.W., Chang, J.Y.*, Creaser, E.H.* [1976] - 4-N, N-Dimethyl-

.nminon.-r>bcn.TPnc-^'-isothiccyatia£c. A New Chrcsophoric Reagent
for Sequence Analysis. Biochem. J., 153 : 607-611.
(*Australian National University)

Conference Presentations

Bentley, K.W., Wall, T. & Wyatt, J.H. [1977] - Fission Track Analysis of
Uranium Distribution in Biological Tissue. Australian Radio-
logical Protection Society, Monash Univ., Melbourne, 16-18th
May.

Creaser, E.H.*, Bentley, K.W. & Chang, J.Y.* [1976] - Amino Acid Sequence
of Monotreme Cytochrome C. International Congress of Bio-
chemistry, Hamburg.
(*Australian National University)

10. DEVELOPMENT OF TECHNIQUES

10.1 Neutron and X-ray Spectrometry (C.J. Ball, M.M. Elcombe,
C.J. Howard, Materials Division)

The resolution of a neutron diffractometer is related, in a complex
manner, to the geometry of the collimation system and to the charac-
teristics (in particular, the mosaic spread) of the crystals involved.
To improve the resolution of the HIFAR 6HA facility, which at present is
of little use, we need an understanding of the way in which the various
parameters interact to determine the shape of a diffraction peak. A
theory has been developed and tested against measurements made with two
crystals of different mosaic spread on three single-crystal diffracto-
meters at different wavelengths and at a variety of Bragg angles. In
all cases there are discrepancies between theory and experiment, which
we are still trying to understand.

As the complexity and sophistication of neutron diffraction ex-
periments increase, so too does the need for lower background counts.
The neutron background in the HIFAR reactor sealed building (RSB) is not
a hazard to health, but it is still higher than we would like for many
experiments (and higher than we hope will be achieved with a new reactor).
To assist in designing the shielding for a new reactor we have measured
the intensities of slow and fast neutrons at several positions in the
RSB. These measurements can be related to the existing shielding. As a
useful byproduct of this work some deficiencies in the shielding sur-
rounding some beam holes have been located and remedied.

The number of prompt neutrons emitted by an atom undergoing fission
may depend on the spin state of the compound nucleus which, in turn,
depends on the energy of the neutron causing the fission. To investi-
gate this phenomenon, Physics Division would like to have a monochro-
matic beam of neutrons of variable energy between 0.005 and 0.4 eV
available. The closest approach to this ideal is provided by the triple
axis spectrometer, the beam from which is, however, far from being
strictly monochromatic. The energy distribution in the beam under
various conditions has been investigated and we can now obtain the optimum
beam for different experiments. Knowledge of the energy distribution in
the beam is also necessary for a full interpretation of any data obtained.
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An analysis has been made of very accurate X-ray intensity data
obtained from a single crystal of NaF. The results, which provide
information on the electron distributions in sodium and fluorine ions,
do not agree with earlier measurements on LiF. The discrepancy is
probably due to extinction in the LiF data, which was masked by problems
in determining the background radiation at low ang.les of diffraction.

Work has continued on the analysis of textures. A computer program
to evaluate the coefficients of augmented Jacobi polynonials has been
written. For polynomials of higher order than those in published
tables, extended precision arithmetic is required owing to the very
large intermediate numbers which must be carried exactly. By extending
the range of polynomials, more accurate analytical representations of
pole figures and crystallite orientation distribution functions can be
obtained.

An assessment has been made of the relative accuracy of different
X-ray methods of determining the amount of retained austenite in a
martensitic steel, using simulated texture transformations. For the
usual martensitic transformations the technique of relating the intensity
of one of the austenite diffraction peaks to a weighted average of two
of the martensite peaks, is about as accurate as, but simpler rhan, the
usual technique of averaging as many as possible of both the austenite
and martensite peaks.

Publications

Howard, C.J. & Jones, R.D.G.* [1977] - An X-ray Diffraction Study of
Sodium Fluoride. Acta Cryst., A33 : 776-783. (*Dept. of
Inorganic Chemistry, Univ. of Sydney)

Bordas, J.*, Glazer, A.M.**, Howard, C.J. & Bourdillon, A.J.** [1977] -
Energy-Dispersive Diffraction from Polycrystalline Materials
using Synchrotron Radiation. Phil. Mag., 35 (2) 311-323.
(*Daresbury Laboratory, Science Research Council, Daresbury,
Cheshire, UK)
(**Cavendish Laboratory, Cambridge, UK)

Conference Presentations

Ball, C.J. [1977] - Investigation of Textures using a Four-circle Dif-
fractometer. Paper presented at the Third Australian National
Conference on X-ray Analysis, Canberra, February.

Howard, C.J. [1977] - X-ray Diffraction using Synchrotron Radiation.
Paper presented at the Solid State Group Meeting of the
Australian Institute of Physics, Wagga Wagga, February.

10.2 X-ray Fluorescence Analysis (R.D. Ryan, Instrumentation and
Control Division)

The X-ray tube exciting source, combined with suitable filters, was
brought into operation with the thin window, double guard-ring silicon
detector. The improvements over the isotope source excitation were a
reduction in the average sample counting time from 1000 to 100 s and a
decrease in the detection limits to below 20 ppm for elements with
Z > 30.
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The higher counting rates make it necessary to improve the per-
formance of the electronics as regards base line restoration, pile-up
rejection and live-time accuracy. The sensitivity of the improved
system was checked against the previously used NBS standards and also
two gelatin standards recently developed by Kodak.

The service function for various samples of unknown composition has
been continued, perhaps the most interesting being a 100 year old
Chinese Mint silver ingot which showed a surprisingly high level of
copper.

10.3 X-ray, Gamma and Neutron Radiography (N.W.D. Chrlines,
P.A. Gillesp}:s, Materials Division)

In addition to general development work, a number of short term
investigations were carried out to develop techniques for examining
specific components and materials.

The main work is listed below:

(1) Radiography of X-170 fuel pins Examination of fuel pins
FP1 and FP2 Series 2 concentrated on establishing the integ-
rity of the end-cap welds and conditions of the UOz pellets.
The techniques used were able to show pellet chips, diametral
clearances and axial gaps.

(2) High intensity viewing screen Model X-ray techniques
require maximum image and film contrast. The latter are
attained by working in regions of the relevant sensitometric
curve where the gradient is highest, i.e. at processed film
densities of 3.0 or higher. Radiographic standards proposed
by the International Standards Organisation and the Standards
Association of Australia require a minimum illumination of the
radiograph of 30 candelas m~2 and higher illumination, 300
candelas m"2, is preferred. This necessitates intensities of
30 000 to 300 000 candelas m"2 from the viewing screen.
Problems arise in achieving these figures and further vork was
carried out to construct a screen to meet these requirements.
This consisted of a quartz halogen strip light with a heat
resistant glass screen and cooling fan.

Neutron Radiography

Routine examination of Qantas door thrusters for examination of
explosive charges, '0* ring location, etc., continued at a rate of about
one per month.

An encapsulated, radioactive zinc iodide source for the bulk ore
analyser was examined to show the condition of a silica ampoule. This
job illustrates an ideal application for neutron radiography, as the
source was contained in a lead pot to attenuate gamma ray emissions.

The growth rate of bean and grass roots in soil is being studied in
collaboration with an AINSE fellow.

Radiographs prepared from a variety of foil/film combinations were
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compared using both direct and indirect methods. This work is con-
tinuing.

10.4 Diffraction Studies of Crystal Defects (C.J. Howard, Materials
Division)

Theoretical work on this subject falls naturally into two parts.

First there is the problem of assuming some model for the crystal
defect, and then determining the atomic positions around the defect,
usually by recourse to the classical theory of elasticity. In this work
there is often need to separate the strain, which would prevail in an
infinite medium, from the 'image* strain associated with the boundary
conditions. A separation achieved by J.R. Townsend in 1965 for anis-
otropic point defects in spheres has been extended to the case where the
defects are on bodies of general ellipsoidal shape. The work has been
submitted for publication.

The second part of the theoretical problem is the calculation of
the diffraction once the atomic positions are known. Close examination
has been given to the applicability, implications and limitations of the
method of stationary phase in the approximate evaluation of the dif-
fraction from a crystal containing defects. This examination has pro-
ceeded in collaboration with Dr L.M. Brown of the Cavendish Laboratory,
Cambridge, UK. A paper, on the application of the stationary phase
method to the evaluation of the diffraction from dislocation loops, is
taking definite shape. It is intended that the papor will report our
progress in this study.

There has been no experimental work connected with this project
during the year.

10.5 Electrochemical Stripping Technique (Chemical Technology
Division)

Chemical Speciation of Trace Metals in Waters by
Anodic Stripping Voltammetry
(T.M. Florence, G.E. Batley)

All work carried out on the development of the chemical speciation
scheme and its application to seawater and freshwater has now been
published. Further studies are in progress to apply the scheme to sedi-
ments of interstitial waters and to evaluate the effect of sulphide ions
on the various steps in the scheme.

One important problem in the measurement of chemical speciation by
anodic stripping voltammetry is the reduction of reagent blanks to a
minimum level. Nitric and perchloric acids used to oxidise organic
matter in freshwater samples contain significant amounts of copper,
lead, cadmium and zinc. It was found that the use of these acids can be
avoided by intense u.v. irradiation of the acidified waters. Using this
technique, blanks are negligible and results more reproducible.
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Electrochemical Preconcentration of Heavy Metals
for Carbon Tube Atomic Absorption Spectrophotometry
(G.E. Batley, [Dr J.P. Matousek, Department of

Analytical Chemistry, University of NSW])

Electrochemical preconcentration forms the basis of anodic strip-
ping voltammetric (ASV̂  methods for the analysis of trace totals ir.
natural waters. While the method is applicable to a wide range of
amalgam-forming metals, its sensitivity is low for metals such as cobalt
and nickel which are irreversibly deposited. These metals can be deter-
mined by atomic absorption spectrometry (AAS) but in seawater molecular
absorption and light scattering by matrix components limits the sensi-
tivity.

The advantages of electrodeposition for preconcentration and
separation for AAS have been combined to advantage using a tubular
pyrolytic graphite control tube as the cathode in a flow-through cell.
Metals are deposited with mercury in the tube which is then transferred
to an atomic absorption spectrometer for atomisation of the deposited
metals.

The assembly has been tested for the analysis of lead in seawater,
comparing both ASV and AAS results. Nickel and cobalt have been measured
in a number of estuarine samples. For 15 minute depositions, the sensi-
tivity for these metals is 0.02 ug A"1. Total nickel and cobalt in
local estuarine waters were in the ranges 2.5-3.8 and 0.21-0.25 ug XT1

respectively. It will now be possible to study the speciation of these
metals in natural waters using our scheme.

This electrochemical concentration method has potential for the
determination in natural waters of chromium and manganese and also of
arsenic and selenium which must be codeposited with gold or copper.

Cathodic Stripping Voltammetry
(T.M. Florence)

Cathodic stripping voltammetry (CSV) involves the electrochemical
accumulation of an anion, e.g. sulphide ion, as an insoluble film on the
surface of a mercury electrode. After a suitable concentration period,
the film is dissociated and dissolved by applying a cathodic voltage
ramp:

Hg + S2"" -»• HgS + 2 e accumulation

HgS ->• Hg + S2" - 2 e stripping.

The current flowing during the stripping process can be quantitatively
related to the concentration of sulphide in solution. A range of other
inorganic anions (e.g. tungstate, molybdate, phosphate) forming insoluble
mercury salts can be determined at concentrations as low as 10"9 M.
Amongst organic compounds, with a few exceptions, only compounds con-
taining a thiol group produce a CSV wave.

Research in this area was initially aimed at improving cell design
and analytical parameters to obtain more reproducible results. Examina-
tion of a wide variety of sulphur-containing organic compounds estab-
lished the high degree of selectivity of CSV towards the thiol group,
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and showed that many thiol compounds can be distinguished from one
another because they produce stripping peaks at different potentials.
It is even possible to differentiate between isomers such as 2- and 3-
mercaptopropionic acid and 2- and 6-mercaptopurine.

Cathodic stripping voltammetry has considerable potential for the
determination of inorganic sulphide and organic mercaptans in waste-
waters and anoxic natural waters such as spring water and interstitial
waters. It is also a particularly elegant method for studying the
thiol-disulphide equilibrium in biological systems. This equilibrium is
intimately involved in the fundamental process of cell division.

Publications

Batley, G.E. & Florence, T.M. [1976] - The Effect of Dissolved Organics
on the Stripping Voltammetry of Seawater. J. Electroanal.
Chem., 72. : 121.

Batley, G.E. & Florence, T.M. [1976] - Determination of the Chemical
Forms of Dissolved Cadmium, Lead and Copper in Seawater. Mar.
Chem., £ : 347.

Batley, G.E. & Gardner, D. [1977] - Sampling and Storage of Natural
Waters for Trace Metal Analysis. Water Res. (in press).

Batley, G.E. & Gardner, D. [1977] - Copper, Lead and Cadmium Speciation
in Some Estuarine and Coastal Marine Waters. Estuar. Coastal
Mar. Sci., (in press).

Batley, G.E. & Matousek, J.P. [1977] - Determination of Heavy Metals in
Seawater by Atomic Absorption Spectrometry after Electro-
deposition on Pyrolytlc Graphite Coated Tubes. Anal. Chem.,
4£ : 2031-2035.

Florence, T.M., [1977] - Trace Metal Species in Fresh Waters. Water
Res. (in press).

Florence, T.M. & Batley, G.E. [1976] - Trace Metal Species in Seawater.
Talanta, 23 ; 179.

Florence, T.M. & Batley, G.E. [1977] - Determination of Copper in
Seawater by Anodic Stripping Voltammetry. J. Electroanal.
Chem., 2i : 791.

Florence, T.M. & Batley, G.E. [1977] - Determination of the Chemical
Forms of Trace Metals in Natural Waters. Talanta, 24 : 151.

Conference and Lecture Papers

Batley, G.E. [1977] - Analytical Techniques for Heavy Metal Speciation
in Natural Waters. Department of Analytical Chemistry,
University of New South Wales, 15th August, and CSIRO Division
of Mineral Chemistry, Melbourne, 6th September.

Batley, G.E. [1977] - Determination of Metals in Waters by Anodic Strip-
ping Voltammetry. RACI Discussion Meeting on Trace Metals in
Waters, Brisbane, 2nd-7th August.

Batley, G.E. [1977] - Determination of Heavy Metals in Seawater by
Electrodeposition on Pyrolytic Graphite Tubes for Furnace
Atomisation. Fourth Australian Symposium on Analytical
Chemistry, Brisbane, 29th August-2nd September.

Florence, T.M. [1977] - An Analytical Scheme for the Chemical Speciation
of Trace Metals in Natural Waters. Lerum, Sweden, 13-16th
June.
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Florence, T.M. [1977] - Trace Metal Speciation in Natural Waters. RACI
Discussion Meeting on Trace Metals in Waters, Brisbane, 27th
August.

Florence, T.M. [1977] - Anodic Stripping Voltammetry. Baas-Becking
Geobiological Laboratory Symposium, Canberra, August.

10.6 Snectrotnetric Techniques (l.S. P.nle, -T.F. Chap">nn,
C.E. Matulis, Chemical Technology Division)

Atomic Absorption Spectrometry

Preliminary measurements on the determination of lithium isotope
abundances using the new absorbance ratio instrument, designed and built
by Instrumentation and Control Division, indicate satisfactory per-
formance of the unit. Work is progressing on optimisation of various
parameters to assess the precision of the technique.

Investigations of the cold vapour technique for the determination
of mercury by atomic absorption spectrometry have resulted in the de-
velopment of new apparatus and procedures. Water displacement is used
to transfer the equilibrated mercury vapour from the reaction vessel to
the absorption cell. Absorption peaks are flat topped and last for
about 10 s. This technique avoids the use of an auxiliary carrier gas,
so the vapour phase is undiluted. The sensitivity (one per cent light
absorption) is 1 ng of mercury and calibrations up to 100 ng showed
corresponding linear relationship.

Emission Spectroscopy

Some problems have been encountered in interfacing the new solid
state readout unit with the direct reading spectrometer. Work is pro-
ceeding on reprogramming the instrument to make it applicable to the
multielement analysis of high purity waters.

Spark Source Mass Spectrometer

A significant improvement in resolution has been obtained by
modification of the collector slit assembly to enable better focusing of
the instrument. Improved resolution has also been achieved by adding a
HI-LO mass range which effectively converted the system from 16-bit to
17-bit.

Progress has also been made with computer programming of the output
data. A smoothed differential of the peak is now used to locate the
peak top. The program identifies peaks and valleys and is particularly
useful for identifying closely adjacent peaks. The next step is to
determine integrated net peak values in situations where overlapping
peaks occur.

Publications

Chapman, J.F. & Dale, L.S. [1976] - The Determination of Lithium Isotope
Abundances using a Dual Beam Atomic Absorption Spectrometer.
Anal. Chim. Acta, 87 : 91.

Chapman, J.F. & Dale, L.S. [1977] - Improved Sensitivity for Boron and
Silicon in Flame Spectrometry by a Fluoride Evolution Tech-
nique. Anal. Chim. Acta, 89 : 363.
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Dale, L.S. [1976] - An Investigation of the Reaction Mechanism of Copper
Fluoride Carriers in the Spectrochemical Determination of
Boron and Silicon. Spectrochim. Acta, 3IB : 515.

Conference Presentations

Chapman, J.F. & Dale, L.S. [1977] - Investigation of the Cold Vapour
Technique for the Determination of Mercury by Atomic Absorption
Spectrometry. Fourth Australian Symposium on Analytical
Chemistry, Brisbane, 29th August-2nd September.

Chapman, J.F. & Dale, L.S. [1977] - Atomic Absorption Spectrometric
Determination of Metals by Hydride Evolution using a Heated
Absorption Tube. XXth Colloquium Spectroscopium Internationale,
Prague, Czechoslovakia, 29th August-7th September.

10.7 Storage and Analysis of Fluctuating, Transient and Steady-
state Data (R.W. Harris, D.D. McColm, Engineering Research
Division)

Analysis of Fluctuating Signals

The primary purpose of the Noise Laboratory is to record and analyse
fluctuating signals. Two main functions can be performed: analysis of
spectral distribution of amplitudes (using a Spectral Dynamics spectrum
analyser to separate the signal into 500 discrete frequency bands); and
auto- and cross-correlation (using a Hewlett-Packard data correlator).
Auto-correlation can reveal hidden periodicities in an apparently random
signal, and cross-correlation will reveal the degree of coupling between
allied processes.

The 'hard-wired, on-line' capability of these two instruments can
be supplemented by transferring their preanalysed data to the PDP11
minicomputer for immediate further analysis, or via the PDP11 and the
site Dataway to the IBM360/65 for more elaborate processing. Associated
with the PDP11 is a 'Decwriter' keyboard unit for typing in instructions
and printing out data, a video display for the rapid review of alphanumeric
output from either the PDP11 or the IBM360 without need to print on to
paper, and a digital-to-analogue converter combined with an X-Y plotter
to enable graphical material to be prepared directly.

During the year, correlation was applied to signals arising from
experiments on two-phase flow instabilities (flow and voidage signals),;
flow structure in fuel element sub-channels using air in a 10 times full
size model (turbulent velocities from hot-wire anemometer signals and
local average velocities from Pitot and Preston tubes), and variations
in heavy metal concentrations in input and output streams in unit pro-
cesses in an ore plant (isotope gauge signals recorded on paper tape at
the processing plant). The data signals from the Engineering Laboratory
are preamplified to the 1 V level and transmitted over the 200 m distance
to the correlator in the Noise Laboratory via paired conductors or
coaxial cable, depending upon frequency requirements.

Spectral analysis was used for determining changes with time of the
pattern of vibrations of the HIFAR primary circuit pumps using vibration
signals from accelerotneters mounted on the pump casing. In this case
the primary signals, amplified to the 1 V level, are transmitted via
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simple paired conductors from HIFAR to the Noise Laboratory. Some
developmental work was performed on the spectral analysis of acoustic
emission bursts from raetals deforming under tensile test.

Da_ .1 Logging

Data from engineering experiments which are either changing slowly
(steady state) or rapidly (transient) but which are not of a fluctuating
nature and have a low background of noise (high signal-to-noise ratio),
may be stored (logged) in the PDFll minicomputer memory and subsequently
processed as required, including calibration conversions, error cor-
rection, derivation of secondary functions and graph plotting. The
amplified primary signals (1 V level) are transmitted via a pair of
coaxial cables to the Noise Laboratory, sampled in time sequence by a
multiplexer, and converted to digital form in an analogue-to-digital
converter ready for transfer to memory. A commercial computer program
named FOCAL is used to control the computer organising the storage
process and subsequent processing; the program was modified and ex-
tended .

This system has been applied in a preliminary manner to recording
and processing the data from the blowdown and containment experiments.

Future Developments in Data Logging

Three new developments have been put in hand:

(i) Low speed data logger

Equipment to provide a low speed data concentrator system, primarily
for use with the two large heat transfer rigs HIPPO (water) and ACTOR
(Freon) has been ordered and some components delivered. This equipment
will consists of an 8-channel multiplexer, analogue-to-digital con-
verter, a serialiser and a serial line interface. The system will be
able to scan 8 channels of input signals (or 16 by use of supplementary
relays) 6 times per second (i.e. 48 samples per second). The serialised
data will be sent via a cable to the PDP11 computer for storage and
processing. Data can be displayed at the location of the experiments on
a teletype unit.

(ii) High speed data logger

To record transient data arising from the blowdown and containment
experiments, a much faster acting system is required. This has been
specified and approved for purchase during 1977/78. It will be capable
of scanning 16 channels of data (preamplified to the 1 V level) at the
rate of 10 000 channels per second. The dedicated computer will store
200 000 data points.

(iii) Digitising photographic data

It is required to derive positional (x,y) and optical density (z)
information in digital form from frames of cine films of transient
thermal-hydraulic processes. It is anticipated that commercial equip-
ment will be obtained during 1977/78 to perform this function under the
control of the PDP11, which will feed its output data to disc storage.
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10.8 Development uf Acoustic Emission Techniques (R.W. Harris,
D.D. McColm, Engineering Research Division)

Acoustic emissions from deforming materials, especially metals, had
been investigated in earlier years using general purpose laboratory
equipment including, in particular, accelerometers, tape recorders and
spectral analysis apparatus. This served well to demonstrate principles
and gain experience but, for practical investigations in industrial
situations, special purpose equipment was seen to be essential; accordingly,
a FLIC commercial instrument, able to compute rapidly the position of
acoustic emission sources by triangulation procedures, has been purchased
by the Commission for use by Materials Division and is now installed in
a caravan mobile unit. Advice and assistance were provided in relation
to the specification and use of this equipment, and remote switching
units were designed, constructed and installed which facilitate (i)
recording on either of two video recorders, and (ii) changeover of
coaxial connections between various sets of acoustic emission transducers
and the FLIC instrument.

In support of Materials Division research on correlating acoustic
emissions from metal specimens deforming under tensile test with ob-
servable surface changes, spectral analyses were performed on selected
acoustic emission bursts from sequences of emissions recorded on magnetic
tape during the testing process.

Publications

Woodward, B. & Harris, R.W. [1977] - The Use of Signal Analysis to
Identify Sources of Acoustic Emission. Acustica,
37. (3) 190.

10.9 Ultrasonic Non-destructive Testing Techniques (N.W.D. Chrimes,
D.S. Bloser, 0. Matthews, Materials Division)

Inspection of X-170 Pressure Vessel

It has been established previously that ultrasonic testing could be
used for detection of gross defects in the X-170 pressure vessel wall.
This technique employs two miniature angle probes mounted on a carriage.
Further tests have shown that a single probe was satisfactory and that
the best combination of resolution and sensitivity can be achieved with
a single twin crystal probe with a 45° angle. Present activities on
this project relate to recording of data.

Examination of Composite Materials

Some preliminary work was carried out on carbon fibre composite
materials. This showed that, because of the thin sections involved, the
types of inhomogeneities present and the high attenuation of the material,
further work will have to wait until the KS3000 experimental equipment
is available.

Effect of Surface Roughness on Defect Detection

Rough surfaces produce a number of undesirable effects when using
the pulse echo method. The most important of these ±s the loss of echo
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amplitude due to interference effects. A short term investigation was
undertaken to assess the performance of existing equipment for detecting
flaws under adverse surface conditions. The effect of surface roughness
was determined on the basis of the gain setting required to achieve 80
per cent screen height for echoes from a variety of known defects.
Artificial flaws were produced by drilling flat bottomed holes of
diameters ranging from 0.4 to 3.1 mm. Data were obtained for a rangti of
probe frequencies.

10.10 Applications of Unfolding Techniques (D.W. Lang, Physics
Division)

Scintillation Counters

An earlier program (AAEC/PR40-P, Section 4.4) written to unfold a
spectrum from data (with the condition that the response matrix is
experimentally measured) has been fully revised and a response function
matrix is now being assembled. Smoothing of the response functions is
likely to be critical to the success of the unfolding technique avid
several options for smoothing have been incorporated.

10.11 Flux Spectrum Unfolding (J.L. Cook, H.D. Ferguson, Physics
Division)

The new constrained linear least squares program for obtaining
neutron flux spectra from measured activation reaction rates was tested
further to see if deficiencies present in other methods occurred. One
particular problem with earlier theories was that the calculated group
flux often reflected structure in the vicinity of resonances in the
detector cross sections. In particular an IAEA test problem, the
measured activations in a fast reactor spectrum, gave a dip in the flux
in the neighbourhood of the 2 keV resonance in 23Na, which was one of
the detecting nuclides. The unfolded spectrum obtained by omitting the
23Na detector data produced almost no change in the size of the dip,
indicating the presence of a large amount of sodium absorber in the
reactor.

Further work continued on the search for suitable thermal flux
detectors. Natural erbium, with several resonances around 0.5 eV and a
non-l/v cross section over most of the thermal region, is one candidate.
Such behaviour is required because the thermal flux rises to a maximum
below about 0.025 eV and such a rising flux cannot be obtained from a
linear combination of 1/v cross sections.

10.12 Analysis of Potentiometric Titration Data (M.R. Davidson,
Applied Mathematics & Computing Division, R.N. Sylva, Chemical
Technology Division)

Experimental potentiometric titration data were analysed by a com-
puter program MINIQUAD which calculated equilibrium constants for a
given combination of chemical species using a non-linear least squares
technique. Results obtained were considered to be unsatisfactory.

Close collaboration between the divisions has led to a clear
definition of the problem in statistical terms and to an improved fit by
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modification of MIN1QUAO to allow for an initial amount of reaction
unknown at the beginning of a titration.

10.13 Photographic Nucleonics (Work done by M. Thackray, on
attachment to Stanford Research Institute, USA)

Intensification of Underexposed Negatives

The method of autoradiographic enhancement of photographs allows
substantially more information to be extracted from photographic nega-
tives than can be obtained by other techniques. Unlike chemical intensi-
fication which blocks out correctly exposed areas on a photograph when
trying to enhance underexposed areas, autoradiographic intensification
permits the negative to be returned to the owner in an unchanged state
while providing a series of graded autoradiographs. These permit
information to be obtained from those regions of the original having
progressively less exposure. In addition, it has been demonstrated
that, at least for small areas of filmv the autoradiographic process can
be greatly speeded up by electronic amplification using electron multiplier
arrays. Further funding for this work is expected soon. Applications
of the technique include:

(1) Reducing the exposure necessary to obtain satisfactory radio-
graphs with X-rays and neutrons.

(2) Getting more information from existing astronomical photo-
graphs .

(3) Obtaining information by radiation diffraction, autoradio-
graphy, etc., about many more organic compounds of importance
to the life sciences which are currently too labile to study
by such methods.

The radiotoning procedures developed for photographic intensi-
fication can be applied to produce uniform area sources of radiation by
toning photographic films which have been exposed to light and developed
to produce a uniform density. Alpha radiation sources thus produced can
be used in the fabrication of more efficient solar cells for converting
sunlight to electricity. A patent application is in progress to cover
this invention; it describes how the reflectivity of silicon semi-
conductor surfaces can be reduced by uniform irradiation with alpha
particles followed by a preferential etching procedure.

Decorative Etching

.Fission tracks cannot be etched directly in metals but it has been
found that image transfer from intaglio images on glass and plastic
substrates to polished metal surfaces can be achieved by a very simple
contact corrosion process. Thus elemental sulphur in glass etch-pits can
produce a black image on copper or silver surfaces. Similar image
transfer has been achieved with mercuric chloride on aluminium and with
ferric chloride on stainless steel. The possibilities for the manu-
facture of decorative metals etchings and printing plates seem varied
and promising.
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Publications

Thackray, M. [1977] - Autoradiography Accents Detail. Industrial
Research, 19 t 24.

Conference Presentation

Thackray, M. [1977] - Intaglio Imaging with Nuclear Particles. Paper
presented at the 30th SPSE Conference in Los Angeles, lst-5th
May.
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